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method characterized by the step of storing protected video

function control information designed to be securely processed by

said incorporated secure processing unit(s).

163. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one

or more video controllers where at least one of the video

controllers incorporates at least one secure processing unit, said

arrangement storing protected video function control information

designed to be securely processed by said incorporated secure

processing unit(s), wherein at leasta portion of said video

function control information is stored within a secure database

operatively connected to at least one of said at least one secure

processing units.

164. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing

one ormore video controllers where at least one of the video

controllers incorporates at least one secure processing unit, a

method including the steps of storing protected video function

control information designed to be securely processed by said

incorporated secure processing unit(s), within a database

operatively connected to at least one of said at least one secure

processing units.

165. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one

or more video controllers and at least one secure processing unit,
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said arrangement storing component, modular protected video

function control information designed to be securely processed by

said secure processing unit(s), wherein at least a portion of said

video function control information is stored a secure

database operatively connected to at least one of said at least one

secure processing unit(s).

166. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one

or more video controllersand at least one secure processing unit,

a method including the step of storing component, modular

protected video function control information designed to be

securely processed by said secure processing unit(s), within a

secure database operatively connected to at least one of said at

least one secure processing unit(s).

167. An electronic appliance arrangement containing at

least one secure processing unit and one or more network

communications means where at least one of the network

communications means incorporates at least one further secure .

processing unit, said arrangement storing protected networking

control information designed to be processed by said incorporated

0 secure processing unit(s).

168.‘ In an electronic appliance arrangement containing at

least one secure processing unit and one or more network
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communications means, a method characterized by the steps of

incorporating, within at least one of the network communications

means, at least one further secure processing unit, storing

networking control information at least in part within said

incorporated secure processing unit(s), and securely processing

said protected networking control information with said secure

processing unit(s).

169. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one

or more modems where at least one of the modems incorporates

at least one secure processing unit, said arrangement storing

modular, component protected modem control information

designed to be securely processed by said incorporated secure

processing unit(s).

17 In an electronic appliance arrangement containing

one or more modems where at least one of the modems

incorporates at least one secure processing unit, a method

characterized by the step of storing and securely processing

modular, component protected modem control information with

said incorporated secure processing unit(s).

171. An electronic appliance arrangement containing at

least one ‘secure processing unit and one or more modems where

at least one of the modems includes at least one further secure
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processing unit, said arrangement storing protected modem

control information designed to be securely processed by said

included secure processing unit(s).

172. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing at

least one secure processing unit and one or more modems Where

at least one of the modems includes at least one further secure

processing unit, a method including the step of storing and

securely processing protected modem control information within

said included secure processing unit(s).

173. electronic appliance arrangement containing at

least one secure processing unit and one or more CD-ROM

devices where at least one of the CD-ROM devices incorporates at

least one further secure processing unit, said arrangement

storing protected CD-ROM control information designed to be

securely processed by said incorporated secure processing unit(s).

174. In an electronic appliance -arrangement containing at

least one secure processing unit and one or more CD-ROM

devices where at least one of the CD-ROM devices incorporates at

least one further secure processing unit, a method characterized '

by the step of storing and securely processing protected CD-ROM
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control information within said incorporated secure processing

unit(s).

175. An electronic appliance arrangement containing one

or more network communications means where at least one of the

network communications means incorporates at least one secure

processing unit, said arrangement storing modular, component,

protected networking control information designed to be securely

processed by said incorporated secure processing unit(s).

176. In an electronic appliance arrangement containing

one or more network communications means where at least one

of the network communications means incorporates at least one

secure processing unit, a method characterized by the step of

storing and securely processing protected networking control

information with said incorporated secure processing unit(s).

177. A set-top controller arrangement containing a

protected processing environment and a database operatively

connected to said protected processing environment, said

arrangement further containing control information for

controlling usage of said controller based upon processing of at

least a portion of said control information within said protected

processing environment, wherein at least a'portion of said control

information is stored within said database.
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0 178. In a set-top controller arrangement containing a

protected processing environment and a database operatively

connected to said protected processing environment, a method

characterized by the step of: (a) using control information within

the set-top controller arrangement-for controlling usage of said

controller based upon processing of at least a portion of said

control information within said protected processing

environment, and storing at least a portion of said control

information within said database.

179. An electronic gameparrangement containing a

protected processing environment for controlling the use of

electronic games, said arrangement including game usage control

information, database means operatively connected to said

protected processing environment for, at least in part, storing

usage control information for regulating at least some aspect of

use of at least a portion of at least one of said games, and

traveling objects containing protected electronic game content.

180. In an electronic game arrangement containing a

protected processing environment for controlling the use of
electronic games, a method including the steps of:

(a) including game usage control information within a

database means operatively connected to said protected

processing environment; and
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(b) regulating, at least in part with the stored usage control

information, at least some aspect ofuse of at least a portion of at

least one of said games.

181. A method as in claim 178 further including the step of

regulating the use of traveling objects containing protected

electronic game content.

182. An electronic game arrangement containing

interoperable protected processing environments for controlling

the use of interactive games, said arrangement including

protected game usage control information, and database means

operatively connected to said protected processing environments

for, at least in part, storing game usage control information.

183. In an electronic game arrangement containing

protected processing environments, a method comprising:

(a) storing, a secure database means operatively

connected to said protected processing environments protected

game usage control information; and

(b) controlling the use of interactive games based at least

in part on the storing game usage control information.

184. An electronic game arrangement containing

interoperable protected processing environments for controlling
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the use of games, said arrangement includingcomponent,

modular, protected game usage control information, wherein at

least a portion of said protected control information was provided

independently by plural parties seemingtheir respective rights

in at least one electronic value chain.

185. In an electronic game arrangement containing

interoperable protected processing environments for controlling

the use of games, a method including the steps of:

(a) providing at least a portion of component, inodular,

protected game usage control information independently by

plural parties; and

I (b) using the control information at least in part to
securing respective rights of said plural parties in at least one

electronic value chain.

186. An electronic multimedia arrangement containing

protected processing environments for controlling the use of

multimedia, said arrangement including component, modular

multimedia usage control information and database means

operatively connected to said protected processing environments

for, at least part, storing multimedia usage control

information.
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187. In an electronic multimedia arrangement containing

protected processing environments for controlling the use of

multimedia, a method including the steps of storing multimedia

usage control information within a database means operatively

connected to said protected processing environments, and using

the stored control information to control multimedia.

188. An electronic multimedia arrangement containing a_

protected processing environment for controlling the use of

' multimedia, said arrangement including multimedia usage

control information, database means operatively connected to

said protected processing environment for, at least in part,

storing multimedia usage control information, and protected

traveling objects containing distributed multimedia electronic

' content.

189. In an electronic multimedia arrangement containing

a protected processing environment, a method characterized by

the steps of storing multimedia usage control information Within

a database means operatively connected to said protected

processing environment, and controlling, based at least in part on

the stored information, protected traveling objects containing

distributed multimedia electronic content A
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190. An electronic multimedia arrangement containing

interoperable protected processing environments for controlling

the use of multimedia, said arrangement including component,

modular, protected multimedia usage control information,

wherein at least a portion of said protected control information

was provided independently by plural parties securing their

"respective rights in at least one electronic value chain.

191. A system as in claim 188 further including a secure

processing unit.

192. In an electronic multimedia arrangement containing

protected processing environments, a method comprising

providing at least a portion of component, modular, protected

multimedia usage control information independently by plural

parties securing their respective rights in at least one electronic

value chain, and using the usage control information to control

the use of multimedia.

193. A method as in claim 190 wherein the uemg step is

performed at least in part within a secure processing unit.

194. An integrated circuit supporting multiple encryption

algorithms comprising at least one microprocessor, memory,

input/output means, at least one circuit for encrypting and/or
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decrypting information and one or more software programs for

use with at least one of the microprocessors to perform encryption

and/or decryption functions.

195. In a secure integrated circuit supporting multiple

encryption algorithms comprising at least one microprocessor,

memory, input/output means, and providing a protected

processing environment, a method characterized by executing at

leastna portion of one or more software programs with the

microprocessor to perform encryption and/or decryption functions

within the integrated circuit.

196. An integrated circuit comprising at least one

microprocessor, memory, at least one real time clock, at least one

random number generator, at least one circuit for encrypting

and/or decrypting information and independently delivered

and/or independently deliverable certified software.

197. An integrated circuit comprising at least one

microprocessor, memory, input/output means, a tamper resistant

barrier and at least a portion of a Rights Operating System.

198. An integrated circuit comprising at least one

i ' microprocessor, memory, input/output means, at least one real
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time clock, a tamper resistant barrier and means for recording

interruption of power to at least one of the real time clocks.

199. A method of distributing information characterized by

the steps of compressing information, encrypting the ‘compressed i

information at the first location, distributing the encrypted

information to one or more second locations, using a tamper

resistant integrated circuit to first decrypt and then decompress

the information. _

200. A system for distributing information characterized

by:

means for compressing information,

means for encrypting the compressed information at the

first location,

means for distributing the encrypted information to one or

more second locations, and

means for using a tamper resistant integrated circuit to

first decrypt and then decompress the information.

201. A method of securely managing distributed events

characterized by the steps of providing secure event processing

environments to one or more users, enabling a first user to

specify control information for event management through the

use of a first secure event processing environment, and managing
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the processing of such an event through the use of a second

secure event processing environment.

202. A system for securely managing distributed events

characterized by:

a first secure event processing environment for enabling a

first user to specify control information for event management,

and

a second secure event processing environment

interoperable with the first event processing environment for

managing the processing of such an event.

203. A method for enabling electronic commerce chain of

handling and control characterized by the step of a first and a

second party independently specifying protected, modular

component control information describing requirements related

to the operation of an electronic commerce value chain.

204. ‘A system for enabling electronic commerce chain of

handling and control characterized by means for permitting a

first and a second party to independently specify protected,

modular component control information describing requirements

related to the operation of an electronic commerce value chain of

handling and control, and means for securely enforcing the

requirements described by the control information.
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205. A method for enabling electronic commerce

characterized by the step of a first and a second party

independently stipulating control information managing the use

« of digital information, wherein said first and said second party

independently maintain persistent rights enforced by said control

information as said digital information moves through a chain of

handling and control.

206. A system for enabling electronic commerce including:

means for allowing a first party to stipulate control

information managing the use of digital information,

means for allowing a second party to stipulate control

information managing the use of the digital information, and

chain of handling and control means for maintaining

persistent rights enforced by said control information as said

digital information moves from one location and/or process to

another.

207. A method for secure maintenance of electronic rights

comprising a first step ofplural parties in a value chain

independently and securely stipulating control information

regarding their electronic rights, wherein said control

information is used to enforce conditions related -to the use of

electronic information distributed in software containers.
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208. A system for secure maintenance of electronic rights

comprising:

means permitting plural parties in a value chain to

independently and securely stipulates control information

regarding their electronic rights, and

means for using said control information to enforce

conditions related to the use of electronic information distributed

in software containers.

209. A method for securely controlling the use of protected

electronic content including the step of supporting modular

separate control information arrangements for managing at least

one event related to use of said content such that a user may

select between separate control information arrangements for

managing such at least one event.

210. A system for securely controlling the use of protected

electronic contentincluding modular separate control

information arrangements for managing at least one event

related to use of said content such that a usermay select between

separate control information arrangements for managing such at

least one event.

211. A method employing separate, modular control

structures for managing the use of encrypted digital information
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characterized by the step of enabling commercial value chain

participants to support plural relationships between two or more

of: (1) content event triggering, (2) auditing, and (3) budgeting,

control variables.

212. A system for employing separate, modular control

structures for managing the use of encrypted digital information‘

characterized by means for enabling commercial value chain

participants to support plural relationships between two or more

of: (1) content event triggering, (2) auditing, and (3) budgeting,
control variables.

213. A method of chain ofhandling and control enabling a

party not directly participating in an electronic value chain to

contribute secure control information to enforce at least one

control requirement, said method characterized by a first step of

a first value chain participant stipulating control information

associated withdigital information and a second step wherein

said not directly participating party independently and securely

contributes secure control information for inclusion in an

aggregate control information set including said associated

control information, said aggregate control information at least in

part managing conditions related to the use of at least a portion

of said digital information by a second value chain participant.
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214. A chain ofhandling and control system for enabling a
party not directly participating in an electronic value chain to

contribute secure control information to enforce at least one

control requirement, said system characterized by:

means for allowing a first value chain participant to

stipulate control information associated with digital information,

means for allowing the not directly participating party to

independently and securely contribute secure control information

for inclusion in an aggregate control information set including

said associated control information,

and means responsive to said aggregate control

information for at least in part managing conditions related to

the use of at least a portion of said digital information by a

second value chain participant.

215. A method of electronic commerce control information

management for delegating the administration of certain rights

held by a value chain party to a second value chain party

characterized by the step of said first party stipulating secure

control information describing at least a portion of their rights

related to one or more chain of handling and control electronic

events wherein said first party provides further control

information authorizing said second party to administer some or

all of said rights as an agent for said first party.
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216. A system for electronic commerce control information

management for delegating the administration ofcertain rights

held by a value chain party to a second value party

characterized by:

means for allowing said first party to stipulate secure

control information describing at least a portion of their rights

related to one or more chain ofhandling and control electronic

events; and

means for allowing said first party to provide further

control information authorizing said second party to administer

some or all of said rights as an agent for said first party.

217. A method of governing taxation of commercial events

resulting from electronic chain of handling and control

characterized by a first step of distributing secure digital

information to a user and specifying secure control information

controlling at least one condition for use of said digital

information and a second step of a government agency securely,

independently contributing secure control information for

automatically governing tax payments for said commercial

events. ‘

218. A system for governing taxation of commercial events

resulting from electronic chain of handling and control

characterized by:
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means for distributing secure digital information to a user;

means for specifying secure control information controlling

at least one condition for use of said digital information; and

means for allowing a government agency to securely,

independently contribute secure control information for

automatically governing tax payments for said commercial

events.

219. A method of governing privacy rights related to

electronic events characterized by a first step of a first party

protecting digital information containing information descriptive

of preventing a second party from at least one unauthorized use

and a second step of specifying certain control information

related to use of at least a portion of said protected digital

information, wherein said control information enforces at least

one right of said second party related to privacy and/or permitted

use(s) of personal and/or proprietary information included in said

protected digital information.

220. A system for governing privacy rights related to

electronic events characterized by:

means for permitting a first party to protect digital

0 information containing information descriptive of preventing a

second party from at least one unauthorized use;
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means for specifying certain control information related to

use of at least a portion of said protected digital information; and

means for using the control information to enforce at least

one right of said second party related to privacy and/or permitted ~ I

use(s) of personal and/or proprietary information included in said

protected digital information.

221. A method of governing privacy rights related to

electronic events characterized by a first step of a first party

protecting digital information from at least one unauthorized use

and stipulating certain control information for establishing

conditions for use of said protected information and a second step

of a user of said digital information stipulating further control

information regulating the reporting of information regarding

said user’s use of at least a portion of said digital information.

222. A system for governing privacy rights related to

electronic events characterized by:

means for allowing a first party to protect digital

information from at least one unauthorized use and for

stipulating certain control information for establishing conditions

for use of said protected information; and

means for allowing a user of said digital information to '

stipulate further control information regulating the reporting of ‘
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information regarding said user's use of at least a portion of said

digital information.

223. A secure method for regulating electronic conduct and

commerce characterized by a step of distributing interoperable

protected processing environments and circulating amongst

plural recipients of said protected processing environments

software containers containing digital content and related

content control information prepared for use by at least a portion

of said protected processing environments, wherein said method

includes the further step of regulating the use at least some of

said digital content based, at least in part, on the secure

processing of at least a portion of said control information

through the use of at least one protected processing environment.

224. A secure systemfor regulating electronic conduct and

commerce characterized by:

distributed interoperable protected processing

environments,

means for circulating, amongst said protected processing

environments, software containers containing digital content and

related content control information prepared for use by at least a

portion of said protected processing environments, and

means within at least some of the protected processing

environments for regulating the use at least some of said digital
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content based, at least in part, on the secure processing of at

least a portion of said control information.

225. A method of electronic commerce networking for

enabling a secure electronic retail environment characterized by

the step of supplying user certified control information, smart

cards, secure processing units, and retailing terminal

arrangements networked together using VDE communication

techniques and secure software containers.

226. An electronic commerce networking system for

enabling a secure electronic retail environment characterized by:

means for networking together smart cards, secure

processing units, and retailing terminal arrangements; and

means for making the smart cards, secure processing units,

and retailing terminal arrangements interoperable with one

another and with VDE communication techniques and secure

software containers.

227. A method of enabling electronic commerce appliances

for securely administering user rights in commerce activities

characterized by the step of providing to users at least a portion

of a VDE node contained within a physical device, said device

being configured to be compatible with mating connectors in host .
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systems for supporting secure, interoperable transaction activity
between plural parties.

228. A system for securely administering user rights in

commerce activities comprising a physical device including at

least a portion of a portable VDE node, said device being

configured to be compatible with mating connectors in host

systems for supporting secure, interoperable transaction activity

between plural parties.

229. A method for enabling a programmable, electronic

commerce environment characterized by the step of providing to

multiple pa.rties secure commerce nodes that securely process

separate, modular component billing management methods,

budgeting management methods, metering management

methods, andrelated auditing management methods and further

characterized by the step of supporting triggering of metering,

auditing, billing, and budgeting methods in response to electronic

commerce event activities.

230. A programmable, electronic commerce environment

characterized by secure commerce nodes each including:

means for securely processing separate, modular

component billing management methods, budgeting management
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methods, metering management methods, and related auditing

management methods, and

means for supporting triggering of metering, auditing,

billing, and budge1:ing methods in response to electronic

commerce event activities.

231. An electronic commerce system including modular,

standardized control components comprising electronic commerce

event control instructions stipulated by commerce participants,

and plural electronic appliances containing one or more secure

processing units which process at least a portion of such

commerce event control instructions, said system further

containing one or more databases, operatively connected to at

least one of the secure processing units, for at least in part

securely storing at least a portion of such control instructions for

use by said at least one secure processing unit.

232. In an electronic commerce system including modular,

standardized control components comprising electronic commerce

event control instructions stipulated by commerce participants,

and plural electronic appliances containing one or more secure

processing units which process at least a portion of such

commerce event control instructions, a method characterized by

the step of providing one or more secure databases, operatively ‘

connected to at least one of the secure processing units, and at
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least in part securely storing, within the secure databases, at

least a portion of such control instructions for use by said at least

one secure processing unit.

233. A content distribufion system comprising plural

electronic appliances containing one or more interoperable secure

processing units operatively connected to one or more databases

for use with at least one of said secure processing units, said one

or more databases containing (a) one or more decryption keys for

use in decrypting distributed, encrypted digital information, and

(b) encrypted audit information, said audit information reflecting

at least one aspect of use of said distributed digital information

234. A content distribution method comprising:

distributing plural electronic appliances containing one or

more interoperable secure processing units

operatively connecting the appliances to one or more

databases,

storing within said one or more databases one or more

decryption keys,

using the decryption keys for decrypting distributed,

encrypted digital information, and

storing Within the one or more databases encrypted audit

information, said audit information reflecting at least one aspect

' of use of said distributed digital information.
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235. An electronic currency system comprising plural,

electronic appliances containing (a) protected processing

environments, (b) encrypted electronic currency and related

secure control information configured so as to be useable by at v ‘

least one of said protected processing environments, and (c)

usage reporting means for securely communicating electronic

currency usage related information from a first interoperable

protected processing environment to a second interoperable

protected processing environment.

236. An electronic currency method comprising:

distributing plural, electronic appliances containing (a)

protected processing environments, (b) encrypted electronic

currency and related secure control information configured so as

A to be useable by at least one of said protected processing

environments, and

securely communicating electronic currency usage related

information from a first interoperable protected processing

environment to a second interoperable protected processing

environment.

237. A method for electronic financial activities

characterized by the steps of:
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communicating digital containers containing

financial information from a first interoperable

secure node to a second interoperable secure node,

communicating modular, standard control

information to said second secure node to, at least in

part, set the conditions for use of at least a portion of

said financial information,

reporting information related to said use to said first

interoperable secure node.

238. A system for electronic financial activities

characterized by:

means for communicafing digital containers containing

financial information from a first interoperable secure node to a

second interoperable secure node,

means for communicating modular, standard control

information to said second secure node,

means at the second node for, at least in part, setting the

conditions for use of at least a portion of said financial

_ information, and

means for reporting information related to said use from

the second secure node to said first interoperable secure node.

239. A method for electronic currency management

including:
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communicating encrypted electronic currency from a first,

interoperable secure user node to a second interoperable user

node using at least one secure container, and

providing secure control information for use with said at ‘ ~

least one secure container, said secure control information, at

least in part, maintaining conditionally anonymous currency

usage information.

240. A system for electronic currency management

including:

means for communicating encrypted electronic currency

from a first, interoperable secure user node to a second

interoperable user node using at least one secure container, and

means for providing secure control information for use with

said at least one secure container, said secure control

information, at least in part, maintaining conditionally

anonymous currency usage information.

241. A method for electronic financial activities

management characterized by the steps of:

securely communicating from a first secure node to a

second secure node financial information standardized control

information for controlling the use offinancial information used '

in a financial value chain, '
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securely communicating from said first secure node to a

third secure node said financial information standardized control

information for controlling the use of financial information used

in a financial value chain,

securely communicating encrypted financial information

from said second secure node to said third secure node, including

‘communicating secure control information,

processing said financial information at said third node at least

in part through the use of secure control information supplied by

said first and said second secure nodes, wherein said

standardized control information is at least in part stored in a

secure database contained within said third secure node.

242. A system for electronic financial activities

management characterized by the steps of:

means coupledto a first and a second secure node for

securely communicating from said first secure node to said

second secure node financial information standardized control

information for controlling the use of financial information used

in a financial value chain,

means coupled between the first secure node and a third

secure node for securely communicating from said first secure

node to said third secure node said financial information

standardized control information for controlling the use of

financial information used in a financial value chain,
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means coupled between thesecond and third nodes for

securely communicating encrypted financial information from

said second ‘secure node to said secure node, including
communicating secure control information, and

means at the third node for processing said financial

information at said third node at least in part through the use of

secure control information supplied by said first and said second

secure nodes, and I

a secure database at the third node for at least in part

storing said standardized control information.

243. A method of information management characterized

by the steps of creating at least one smart object at a first

location, protecting at least a portion of said smart object

including protecting at least one rule and/or control assigned to

said smart object, distributing said at least one smart object to at

least one second location, securely processing at least a portion of

the contents of said at least one smart object at said at least one

second location in accordance with at least a portion of at least

one said rule and/or control assigned to said smart object.

244. An information management system characterized

by:

means for creating at least one smart object at a first

location,
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means for protecting at least a portion of said smart object

including means for protecting at least one rule and/or control

assigned to said smart object,

means for distributing said at least one smart object to at A

least one second location, and

means for securely processing at least a portion of the

contents of said at least one smart object at said at least one

second location in accordance with at least a portion of at least

one said rule and/or control assigned to said smart object.

245. An object processing system comprising at least one

secure object containing at least in part protected executable

content and at least one at least in part protected n1le and/or

control associated with operations related to the executionwof

such content, and at least one secure execution environment for

processing the executable content in accordance with at least a

portion of at least one of said at least one associated rule and/or

control.

246. An object processing method comprising:

providing at least one secure object containing at least in _

part protected executable content and at least one at least in part

protected rule and/or control associated with operations related

to the execution of such content,
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processing, within at least one secure execution

environment, the executable content in accordance with at least a

portion of at least one of said at least one associated rule and/or

control.

247. A rights distributed database environment including

(a) means allowing one or more central authorities to establish

control information for use of encrypted digital information, (b)

interoperable database management systems at plural user sites

for securely storing control.information and audit information, (c)

secure communication means for securely communicating control

information and audit information between user sites, and (d)

centralized database means for compiling and analyzing usage

information from plural user sites.

248. Within a rights distributed database environment, a

method characterized by the following steps:

establishing control information for use of encrypted digital

information, I

securely storing, within interoperable database

management systems at plural user sites, control information

and audit information,

securely communicating control information and audit

information between user sites, and
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compiling and analyzing usage information from plural

user sites.

249. A method of distributed database searching

characterized by the steps of creating at least one secure object

containing search criteria, transmitting at least one such secure

object to one or more second locations to perform database

searches in accordance with at least one rule and/or control,

processing at least one database search based at least in part on

the search criteria within a secure object in accordance with at

least a portion of at least one of the said at least one associated

rule and/or control, storing database search results in the same

' and/or one or more new secure objects, and transmitting the

secure object containing search results to the first location.

250. A method as in claim 247 further characterized by the

additional step of associating at least one additional rule and/or

control with the search results for establishing at least one

condition related to the use of at least one portion of said search

results .

251. A system for distributed database searching

characterized by:

means for creating at least one secure objectcontaining

search criteria,
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means for transmitting at least one such secure object to

one or more second locations to perform database searches in

accordance with at least one rule and/or control,

means for processing at least one database search based at

least in part on the search criteria within a secure object in

accordance with at least a portion of at least one of the said at

least one associated rule and/or control,

means for storing database search results in the same

and/or one or more new secure objects, and

means for transmitting the secure object containing search

results to the first location.

252. A system as in claim 249 further characterized by

means for associating at least one additional rule and/or control

p with the search results for establishing at least one condition

related to the use of at least one portion of said search results.

253. A rights management system comprising protected

information, at least two protected processing arrangements, and

a rights management language that allows the expression of

permitted operations and the consequences of performing such

operations on at least a portion of the information processed at

least in part by at least one of the protected processing

arrangements.
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254.0 A rights management method comprising:

providing protected information for processing by at least

two protected processing arrangements, and

expressing, in a rights management language, permitted

operations and the consequences of performing such operations

on at least a portion of the information processed at least in part

by at least one of the protected processing arrangements.

255. A method of protecting digital information

characterized by the steps of encrypting at least a portion of the

information, using a rights management language to describe the

conditions related to use of the information, distributing at least

a portion of such information and at least a portion of such rights

language expressed conditions to one or more recipients, using an

electronic appliance arrangement including at least one protected

processing arrangement to securely govern at least a portion of

the use of such information.

256. A system for protecting digital information

characterized by:

means for encrypting at least a portion of the information,

means for using a rights management language to describe

the conditions related to use of the information,
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means for distributing at least a portion of such

information and at least a portion of such rights language

expressed conditions to one or more recipients, and

an electronic appliance arrangement including at least one

protected processing arrangement for securely governing at least

a portion of the use of such information.

257. A distributed digital information management system

comprising software components, a rights management language

for expressing processing relationships between two or more of

the software components, protected processing means for at least

a portion of the sofiware components and at least a portion of the

rights management expressions, means for protecting content,

means for creating software objects that relate protected content

to rights management expressions, and means for delivering

protected content, rights managementiexpressions, and such

software objects from a providing location to a use1’s location.

258. A distributed digital information management

method comprising:

expressing, in a rights management language, processing

relationships between two or more of the software components,

processing, within at least one protected environment, at

least a portion of the software components and at least a portion

of the rights management expressions,
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protecting content,

creating software objects that relate protected content to

rights management expressions, and

delivering protected content, rights management

expressions, and such software objects from a providing location

to a user’s location.

259. An authentication system comprising at least two

electronic appliances, at least two digital certificates reflecting

identity information encrypted using diflerent certifying private

keys where such certificates are stored in a first electronic

appliance, communications means for transmitting and receiving

signals between electronic appliances, means for determining

compromised and/or expired certifying private keys operatively

connected to a second electronic appliance, means for the second

electronic appliance to request transmission of one of the digital

certificates from the first electronic appliance based at least in

1 part on such determination, and means operatively connected to

such second electronic appliance for decrypting such certificate

and determining such certificate’s validity and/or the validity of

identity information.

260. In a system comprising at least two electronic

appliances, an authenticating method comprising:
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issuing at least two digital certificates reflecting

identification information, including the step of encrypting the

two certificates using different certifying private keys, 0

storing the certificates in a first electronic appliance,

transmitting and receiving signals between electronic

appliances,

determining compromised and/or expired certifying private

keys operatively connected to a second electronic appliance,

requesting, with the second electronic _appliance,

transmission of one of the digital certificates from the first

electronic appliance based at least in part on such determination,

decrypting such certificate with the second electronic

appliance, and I

determining such certificate’s validity and/or the validity of

identity information.

261. An authentication system comprising at least two

electronic appliances, at least two digital certificates reflecting

identify information encrypted using difi'erent certifying private

keys where such certificates are stored in a first electronic 0

appliance, communications means for transmitting and receiving

signals between electronic appliances, means for a second

electronic appliance to request transmission of one of the digital '
certificates from the first electronic appliance wherein the

selection of which certificate is requested is based at least in part
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on a random or pseudo-random number, means operatively

connected to such second electronic appliance for decrypting such

certificate and determining such certificate’s validity and/or the

validity of identity information.

262. In a system comprising at least two electronic

appliances, an authenticating method comprising:

issuing at least two digital certificates reflecting identify

information, including the step of encrypting the two digital

certificates using different certifying private keys,

storing such certificates in a first electronic appliance,

transmitting and receiving signals between electronic

. appliances,

requesting, with a second electronic appliance,

transmission of one of the digital certificates from the first

electronic appliance, including the step of selecting a certificate

based at least in part on a random or pseudo-random number,

decrypting such certificate with the second electronic

appliance; and .

determining such certificate’s validity and/or the validity of

identity information.

263. A method of secure electronic mail characterized by

the steps of creating at least one electronic message using an

interoperable protected processing environment, encrypting at
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least a portion of said at least one message, securely associating

one or more sets of control information with one or more

messages to set at least one condition for the use of said at least

one message, communicating the protected electronic messages to I a I

one or more recipients having protected processing environments, -

securely communicating at least one set of the same or differing

control information to each recipient, enabling recipients of both

control information and protected messages to use message

information at least in part in accordance with the conditions

specified by the control information.

264. A system for secure electronic "mail including. multiple

protected processing environments, the system characterized by:

a first protected processing environment for creating at

least one electronic message, the first environment including

means for encrypting at least a portion of said at least one

message, means for securely associating one or more sets of

control information with one or more messages to set at least one

condition for the use of said at least one message, and means for

communicating the protected electronic messages to one or more

recipients having interoperable protected processing

environments,

means for securely communicating at least one set of the

same or difiering control information to each recipient, and
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means for enabling recipients of both control information

and protected messages to use message information at least in

part in accordance with the conditions specified by the control

information.

265. A method of information management characterized

by the steps of protecting content from unauthorized use,

securely associating enabling control information with at least a

portion of such protected content wherein such enabling control

information incorporates information describing how the

enabling control information may be redistributed, delivering at

least a portion of the protected content to a first user, delivering

such enabling control information to such first user, receiving a

request to redistribute such enabling control information from

such first user, using the description of how enabling control

information may be redistributed to create new enabling control

information where such new enablingcontrol information may be

the same or different than the enabling control information

received by such first user, delivering the new enabling control

information and/or protected information to a second user.

266. An information management system characterized

means for protecting content from unauthorized use,
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means for securely associating enabling control

information with at least a portion of such protected content,

including means for incorporating enabling control information

describing how the enabling control information may be - ’

redistributed,

means for delivering at least a portion of the protected

content to a first user,

means for delivering such enabling control information to

_ such first user,

means for receiving a request to redistribute such enabling

control information from such first user,

means for using the description ofhow enabling control

information may be redistributed to create new enabling control

information where such new enabling control information may be

the same or different than the enabling control information

received by such first user, and

means for delivering the new enabling control information

and/or protected information to a second user.

267. A method of controlling redistribution of distributed

digital information. including the steps of encrypting digital

information, distributing said encrypted digital information from

a first party to a second party, establishing control information

regarding the redistribution of at least a portion of said encrypted

digital information from said second party to at least one third
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party, regulating the redistribution of said at least a portion of

said encrypted digital information through the use of a protected

processing environment processing said control information.

268. A system for controlling‘ redistribufion of distributed

digital information including: I

means for encrypting digital information,

means for distributing said encrypted digital information

from a first party to at least one second party,

means for establishing control information regarding the

redistribution of at least a portion of said encrypted digital

information from said second party to at least one third party,

and

a protected processing environment for processing said

control information and for regulating the redistribution of said

at least a portion of said encrypted digital information.

269. A method of controlling a robot characterized by the

steps of creating instructions for one or more robots, creating a

secure container incorporating such instructions, associating

control information with such secure container, incorporating at

least one secure processing unit intosuch one or more robots, and

performing at least a portion of such instructions in accordance

with at least a portion of such control information.
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270. A method as in claim 267 further characterized in

that such control information includes information describing the

conditions under which such instructions may be used and the

nature of audit reports required when such instructions are

performed.

271. A robot control system characterized by: ‘

means for creating instructions for one or more robots,

means for creating a secure container incorporating such

instructions,

means for associating control information with such secure

container,

means for incorporating at least one secure processing unit

into such one or more robots, and

means for performing at least a portion of such instructions

in accordance with at least a portion of such control information.

272. A system as in claim 269 further characterized by

means for creating such control information, including means for

describing the conditions under which such instructions may be

used and the nature of audit reports required when such

instructions are performed.

273. A method of detecting fraud in electronic commerce

characterized by the steps of creating at least one secure
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container, associating control information with such one or more

containers including control information requiring that audit

information be collected and transmitted to an auditing party,

delivering such one or more containers and such control

information to at least one user, recording information

identifying each container and each such user, receiving audit

information, creating a profile of usage based at least in part on

such received audit information and/or such control information,

detecting cases where certain audit information differs at least in

part from such profile of usage.

/1,

274. A system for detecting fraud in electronic commerce

characterized by

means for creating at least one secure container,

means for associating control information with such one or

more containers including control information requiring that

audit information be collected and transmitted to an auditing

Party,

means for delivering such one or more containers and such

control information to at least one user,

means for recording information identifying each container

and each such user,

means for receiving audit information,
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means for creating a profile of usage based at least in part

on such received audit information and/or such control

information, and

means for detecting cases where certain audit information

differs at least in part from such profile of usage.

275. A method of detecting fraud in electronic commerce

characterized by the steps of distributing at least in part

‘ protected digital information to customers, distributing one or

more rights to use at least a portion of such digital information

across an electronic network, allowing a customer to use at least

a part of said at least in part protected digital information

through the use of a protected processing environment and at

least one of said one or more distributed rights, detecting

unusual usage activity related to use of said digital information.

.276. A system for detecting fraud in electronic commerce

characterized by H I

means for distributing at leastin part protected digital

information to customers, 0

means for distributing one or more rights to use at least a

portion of such digital information across an electronic network,

a protected processing environment for allowing a

customer to use at least a part of said at least in part protected
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digital information through at least one ofsaid one or more

distributed rights, and

means for detecting unusual usage activity related to use

of said digital information.

277. A programmable component arrangement comprising

a tamper resistant processing environment including a

microprocessor, memory, a task manager, memory manager and

external interface controller, means for loading arbitra.ry

components at least in part into the memory, means for initiating

one or more tasks associated with processing such components,

means for certifying the validity, integrity and/or trustedness of

such components, means for creating arbitrary components,

means for associating arbitrary events with such created

components, means for certifying the validity, integrity and/or

trustedness of such created components, and means for securely

delivering such created components.

278. In a programmable component arrangement

comprising a tamper resistant processing environment including

a microprocessor, memory, a task manager, memory manager

and an external interface controller, a processing method

characterized by the following steps:

creating arbitrary components,

associating arbitrary events with such created components,
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loading the arbitrary components at least in part into the

memory,

initiating one or more tasks associated processing

such loaded components, » '

certifying the validity, integrity and/or trustedness of such

created components, and

securely delivering such created components.

279. A distributed, protected, programmable component-7

arrangement comprising at least two tamper resistant processing

environments including a microprocessor, memory, a task-

manager, memory manager and externalinterface controller,

means for loading arbitrary components at least in part into the

memory, means for initiating one or more tasks associated with

processing such components, and means for certifying the

validity, integrity and/or trustedness of such components, said

arrangement further comprising means for creating arbitrary

components, means for associating arbitrary events with such

created components, means for certifying the validity, integrity

and/or trustedness of such created components, means for

securely delivering such created components between at least two

of said at least two tamper resistant processing environments.

280. In a distributed, protected, programmable component

arrangement comprising at least two tamper resistant processing
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environments including a microprocessor, memory, a task

manager, memory manager and external interface controller, a

method comprising

creating arbitrary components,

certifying the validity, integrity and/or trustedness of such

components,

loading arbitrary components at least in part into the

memory,

initiating one or more tasks associated with processing

such components,

associating arbitrary events with such created components,

and

securely delivering such created components between at

least two of said at least two tamper resistant processing

environments.

281. An electronic appliance comprising at least one CPU,

memory, at least one system bus, at least one protected

processing environment, and at least one of a Rights Operating

System or Rights Operating System layer associated with a host

operating system.

282. An operating system comprising at least one task

manager, at least one memory manager, at least one input/output

manager, at least one protected processing environment, means
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for detecting events, means for associating events with rights

control fimctions, means for performing rights control functions

at least in part within such one or more protected processing

environments. ~.

283. In an operating system comprising at least one task

manager, at least one memory manager, at least one input/output

manager, at least one protected processing environment, an

operating method comprising:

‘ detecting events,

associating events with rights control functions, and

performing rights control functions at least in part

such one or more protected processing environments.

284. A method of business automation characterized by

the steps of creating one or more secure containers including

accounting and/or other administrative information, associating

control information with such one or more secure containers

including a description of (a) the one or more parties to whom the

container may and/or must be delivered and/or (b) the operations

that one or more parties may and/or must perform with respect to

such accounting and/or other administrative information,

delivering one or more of such containers to one or more parties,

and enabling the description and/or enforcement of at least a

portion of such control information prior, during and/or
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subsequent to use of such accounting and/or other administrative

information by one or more parties.

285. A method as in claim 282 where such control

information further includes at least one requirement that audit

information be collected and delivered to one or more auditing

parties, and further includes the step of delivering at least a

portion of such audit information to one or more parties.

286. A method as in claim 283 where at least a portion of

such audit information is automatically processed by at least one

of such auditing parties, and further includes the step of

transmitting further accounting, administrative and/or audit

information to one or more parties that may be the same and/or

differ from the one or more parties from whom audit information

was received based at least in part on the receipt and/or content

of such received audit information.

_ 287. A method as in claim 282 where at least two of such

parties are associated with diiferent businesses and/or other

organizations and such control information includes information

that at least in part describes an accounting, administrative,

reporting and/or other audit relationship between such

businesses and/or other organizations.
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288. A method as in claim 282, 283, 284, or 285 where

some or all of such accounting and/or other administrative

information is included in such control information.

289.’ A business automation system characterized by:

means for creating one or more secure containers including
accounting and/or other administrative information,

means for associating, with such one or more secure

containers, control information including a description of (a) the

one or more parties to whom the container may and/or must be

delivered and/or (b) the operations that one or more parties may

and/or must perform with respect to such accounting and/or other

administrative information,

means for delivering one or more of such containers to one

or more parties, and

means for enabling the description and/or enforcement of

at least a portion of such control information prior, during and/or

subsequent to use of such accounting and/or other administrative

information by one or more parties.

290. A system as in claim 287 where the associating

means further includes means for associating at least one

requirement that audit information be collected and delivered to

one or more auditing parties, and the delivering means includes
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means for delivering at least a portion of such audit information

to one or more parties.

291. A system as in claim 288 further including means for

automatically processing at least a portion of such audit

information, and the system further includes means for

transmitting further accounting, administrative and/or audit

information to one or more pa.rties that may be the same and/or

differ from the one or more parties from whom audit information

was received based at least in part on the receipt and/or content

of such received audit information.

292. A system as in claim 287 where at least two of such

parties are associated with difi'erent businesses and/or other

organizations and the associating means includes means for

generating control information including information that at

least in part describes an accounting, administrative, reporting

and/or other audit relationship between such businesses and/or

other organizations.

293. A system as in claim 286, 287, 288, or 290 where

some or all of such accounting and/or other administrative

information is included in such control information.
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294. A method ofdistributing content characterized by the

steps of creating one or more first secure containers, associating

control information with such first containers including

information describing the condifions under which some or all of - l

the content of such containers may be extracted, delivering

at least a portion of such first containers and such control

information to one or more parties, detecting a request by one or

more of such parties to extract some or all of the content of such

- first containers, determining if such request is permitted in Whole

or in part by such control information, to the extent permitted by

such control information creating one or more second secure

containers in accordance with such request and such control

information, associating control information with such one or

more second secure containers based at least in part on control

information associated with such first containers.

295. A system for distributing content characterized by:

means for creating one or more first secure containers,

means for associating control information with such first

containers including information describing the conditions under

which some or all of the content of such first containers may be

eirtracted,

meansfor delivering at least a portion of such first '

containers and such control information to one or more parties,
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means for detecting a request by one or more of such

‘ parties to extract some or all of the content of such first

containers,

means for determining if such request is permitted in

whole or in part by such control information, to the extent

permitted by such control information creating one or more

second secure containers in accordance with such request and

such control information, and

means for associating control information with such one or

more second secure containers based at least in part on control

information associated with such first containers.

296. A method of distributing content characterized by the

steps of creating one or more first secure containers, associating

control information with such first secure containers including

information describing the conditions under which such first

secure containers (a) may in whole or in part be embedded into

and/or securely associated with one or more second secure

containers and/or (b) may allow one or more secure containers to

be in whole or in part embedded into and/or securely associated

with such first secure containers, delivering at least a portion of

such first secure containers and such control information to one

or more parties, detecting a request by one or more of such

parties or by additional parties to (a) in whole or in part embed

into and/or securely associate with such first containers one or
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more second containers and/or (b) in whole or in part embed into

and/or securely associate with a secure container such first

secure containers, determining if such request is permitted by

control information, to the extent permitted by control -

information performing one or more embedding and/or secure

association operations, to the extent required by control

information and/or requested by one or more of such parties,

modifying and/or creating new control information at least in

part as a consequence of such one or more embedding and/or

secure association operations.

297. A system for distributing content characterized by

means for creating one or more first secure containers,

means for associating control information with such first

secure containers including information describing the conditions

under which such first secure containers (a) may in whole or in

part be embedded into and/orisecurely associated with one or

‘more second secure containers and/or (b) may allow one or more

secure containers to be in whole or in part embedded into and/or

securely associated with such first secure containers,

means for delivering at least a portion of such first secure

containers and such control information to one or more parties,

means for detecting a request by one or more of such .

parties to (a) in whole or in pa.rt embed into and/or securely

associate with such first containers one or more second
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containers and/or (b) in whole or in part embed into and/or

securely associate with a secure container such first secure

containers, and

means for determining if such request is permitted by

control information, to the extent permitted by control

information performing one or more embedding and/or secure

association operations, to the extent required by control

information and/or requested by one or more of such parties,

modifying and/or creating new control information at least in

part as a consequence of such one or more embedding and/or

secure association operations.

298. A method of distributing information characterized by

the steps of protecting information from unauthorized use,

associating control information with such protected information,

delivering at least a portion of such protected information to one

or more parties using plural pathways, delivering at least a

portion of such control information to one or more parties using

the same or diiferent plural pathways, enabling at least one of

such parties to make at least some use of such protected

information delivered using a first pathway in accordance With

. control information at least a portion of which is delivered using ~

a second pathway.
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299. A method as in claim 296 in which at least one of

such pathways of delivering protected information and/or control

information is described by such control information.

300. A system for distributing information characterized

means for protecting information from unauthorized use,

means for associating control information with such

protected information,

means for delivering at least a portion of such protected

information to one or more parties using plural pathways,

means for delivering at least a portion of such control

information to one or more parties using the same or different

plural pathways,

means for enabling at least one of such parties to make at

least some use of such protected information delivered using a

fi.rst pathway in accordance with control information at least a

portion of which is delivered using a second pathway.

301. A system as in claim 298 wherein the delivering

means includes means for delivering,‘ over at least one of such

pathways, protected information and/or control information

described by such control information. i ‘
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302. A method of distributing information characterized by

the steps of protecting information from unauthorized use,

associating control information with such protected information

V including information requiring the collection of audit

information, enabling one or more parties to receive and/or

process audit information, delivering at least a portion of such

protected information and such control information to one or

more parties, enabling at least some use of such protected

information in accordance with at least a portion of such control

information that requires the collection of audit information,

delivering such audit information to one or more of such enabled

auditing parties different from such delivering party or parties.

303. A method as in claim 300 in which at least one of

such auditing parties is specified in such control information.

304. A system for distributing information characterized

means for protecting information from unauthorized use,

means for associating control information with such

protected information including information requiring the

collection of‘audit information,

means for enabling one or more parties to receive and/or

process audit information,
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means for delivering at least a portion of such protected

information and such control information to one or more parties,

means for enabling at least some use of such protected

information in accordance with at least a portion of such control

information that requires the collection of audit information, and

means for delivering. such audit information to one or more

of such enabled auditing parties different from such delivering

party or parties.

305. A system as in claim 302 in which at leastone of such '

auditing parties is specified in such control information.

306. A secure component-based operating process

including:

(a) retrieving at least one component;

(b) retrieving a record that specifies a component

assembly;

(c) checking said component and/or said record for validity;

(d) using said component to form said component assembly

in accordance with said record; and

(e) performing a process based at least in part on said

component assembly.

307. A process as in claim 304 wherein said step (c) A 0

further comprises executing said component assembly.
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308. A process as in claim 304 wherein said component

comprises executable code.

309. A process as in claim 304 wherein said component

comprises a load module.

310. A process as in claim 304 wherein:

said record comprises:

(i) directions for assembling said component assembly;

and

(ii) information that at least in part specifies a control;

and

said process further comprises controlling said step (d)

and/or said step (e) based at least in part on said control.

311. A process as in claim 304 wherein said component

has a security wrapper, and said controlling step comprises

selectively opening said security wrapper based at least in part

on said control.

312. A process as in claim 304 wherein:

said permissions record includes at least one decryption

key; and

said controlling step includes controlling use of said

decryption key.
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313. A process as in claim 304 including performing at

least two of said steps (a) and (e) a protected processing‘

environment.

314. A process as in claim 304 including performing at

least two of said steps (a) and (e) at least in part within tamper-
resistant hardware.

315. A method as in claim 304 wherein said performing

step (e) includes metering usage.

316. A method as in claim 304 wherein said performing

step (e) includes auditing usage.

317. A method as in claim 304 wherein said performing

step (e) includes budgeting usage.

318. A secure component operating system process

including:

‘receiving a component;

receiving directions specifying use of said component to

form a component assembly;

- authenticating said received component and/or said ‘

directions;
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forming, using said component, said component assembly

based at least in part on said received directions; and

using said component assembly to perform at least one

operation.

319. A method comprising performing the following steps

within a secure operating system environment:

providing code;

providing directions specifying assembly of said code into

an executable program;

checking said received code and/or said assembly directors

for validity; and

in response to occurrence of an event, assembling said code

in accordance with said received assembly directions to form an

assembly for execution.

320. A method for managing at least one resource with a

secure operating environment, said method comprising:

securely receiving a first control from a first entity external

to said operating environment;

securely receiving a second control from a second entity

external to said operating environment, said second entity being

different from said first entity;

securely processing, using at least one resource, a data

item associated with said first and second controls; and
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securely applying said first and second controls to manage

said resource for use with said data item.

321. A method for securely managing at least one

operation on a data item performed at least in part by an .

electronic arrangement, said method comprising:

(a) securely delivering a first procedure to said electronic

arrangement;

(b) securely delivering, to said electronic arrangement, a

second procedure separable or separate from said first procedure;

(c) performing at least one operation on said data item,

including using said first and second procedures in combination

. to at least in part securely manage said operation; and

(d) securely conditioning at least one aspect of use of said

data item based on said delivering steps (a) and (b) having

occurred.

322. A method as in claim 319 including performing said

delivering step (b) at a time diiferent from the time said

delivering step (a) is performed.

323. A method as in claim 319 wherein said step (a)

includes delivering said first procedure from a first source, and

said step (b) includes delivering said second procedure from a

second source different from said first source.
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324. A method as in claim 319 further including ensuring

the integrity of said first and second procedures.

325. A method as in claim 319 further including validating

each of said first and second procedures.

326. A method as in claim 319 further including

authenticating each of said first and second procedures.

327. A method as in claim 319 wherein said using step (c)

includes executing at least one of said first and second procedures

within a tamper-resistant environment.

328. A method as in claim 319 wherein said step (c)

includes the step of controlling said data item‘ with at least one of

said first and second procedures.

329. A method as in claim 319 further including

‘establishing a relationship between at least one of said first and

second procedures and said data item.

330. A method as in claim 319 further including

establishing correspondence between said data item and at least

one of said first and second procedures.
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331. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (b) comprises delivering at least one load module encrypted

at least in part.

332. A method as in claim 329 wherein said delivering

step (a) comprises delivering at least one further load module

encrypted at least in part.

333. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (b) comprises delivering at least one content container

carrying at least in part secure control information.

334. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (b) comprises delivering a control method and at least one

further method.

335. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (a) includes:

encrypting at least a portion of said first procedure,‘

communicating said at least in part encrypted first

procedure to said electronic arrangement,

decrypting at least a portion of said first procedure at least

in part using said electronic arrangement, and

validating said first procedure with said electronic

arrangement.
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336. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (b) includes delivering at least one of said first and second

procedures within an administrative object.

337. A method as in claim 319 wherein said delivering

step (b) includes codelivering said second procedure in at least in

part encrypted form with said data item.

338. A method as in claim 319 wherein said performing

step includes metering usage.

339. A method as in claim 319 wherein said performing

step includes auditing usage.

340. A method as in claim 319 wherein said performing

step includes budgeting usage.

341. A method for securely managing at least one

operation performed at least in part by a secure electronic

appliance, comprising:

(a) selecting an item that is protected with respect to at

least one operation;

(b) securely independently delivering plural separate

‘procedures to said electronic appliance;
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(c) using said plural separate procedures in combination to

at least in part securely manage said operation with respect to

said selected item; and

(d) conditioning successful completion of said operation on

said delivering step (b) having occurred.

342. A method for processing based on deliverables

comprising:

securely delivering a first piece of code defining a first part

of a process;

separately, securely delivering a second piece of code

defining a second part of said process;

ensuring the integrity of the first and second delivered

pieces of code; and

performing said process based at least in part on said first

and second delivered code pieces.

343. A method as in claim 340 wherein a first piece ofcode

for said process at least in part controls decrypting content.

344. A method as in claim 340—wherein said ensuring step

includes validating said first and second pieces of code.
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345. A method as in claim 340 wherein said ensuring step

includes validating said first and second pieces of code relative to

one another.

346. A method as in claim 340 wherein said performing

step includes metering usage.

347. A method as in claim 340 wherein said performing

step includes auditing activities.

348. A method as in claim 340 wherein said performing

step includes budgeting usage.

349. A method as in claim 340 wherein said performing

step includes electronically processing content based on electronic

controls.

350. A method of securely controlling at least one

protected operation with respect to a data item comprising:

(a) supplying at least a first control from a first party;

(b) supplying at least a second control from a second party

different from said first party;

(c) securely combining said first and second controls to

form a set of controls;
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(d) securely associating said control set with said data

item; and

(e) securely controlling at least one protected operation

with respect to said data item based on said control set.

351. A method as in claim 348 wherein said data item is

protected.

352. A method as in claim 348 wherein at least one of said

plural controls includes a control relating to metering at least one

aspect of use of said protected data item.

353. A method as in claim 348 wherein at least one of said

plural controls include a control relating to budgeting at least one

aspect of use of said protected data item.

354. A secure method for combining data items into a

composite data item comprising:

(a) securely providing a first data item having at least a

first control associated therewith; A

(b) securely providing a second data item having at least a

second control associated therewith;

(c) forming a composite of said first and second data

items;
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(d) securely combining said first and second controls into a

composite control set; and

(e) performing at least one operation on said composite of

said first and second data items based at least in part on said

composite control set.

355. A method as in claim 352 wherein said combining

step includes preserving each of said first and second controls in

said composite set.

356. A method as in claim 352 wherein said performing

step comprises governing the operation on said composite of said

first and second data items in accordance with said first control

and said second control .

357. A method as in claim 352 wherein said providing step

includes ensuring the integrity of said association between said

first controls and said first data item is maintained during at

least one of transmission, storage and processing of said first

data item.

358. A method as in claim 352 wherein said providing step

comprises delivering said first data item separately from said

first control . .
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359. A method as in claim 352 wherein said providing step

comprises codelivering said first data item and said first control ,

330. A secure method for controlling a protected operation
comprising:

(a) delivering at least a first control and a second control;

and

(b) controlling at least one protected operation based at

least in part on a combination of said first and second controls,

including at least one of the following steps:

resolving at least one conflict between said first and

second controls based on a predefined order;

providing an interaction with a user to form said

combination; and

dynamically negotiating between said first and second

controls.

361. A method as in claim 358 wherein said controlling

step (b) includes controlling decryption of electronic content.

362. A method as in claim 358 further including:

receiving protected electronic content from a party; and

authenticating the identity of said party prior to using said

' received protected electronic content.
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363. A secure method comprising:

selecting protected data;

extracting said protected data fi'om an object;

identifying at least one control to manage at least one

aspect of use of said extracted data;

placing said extracted data into a further object; and

associating said at least one control with said further

object.

364. A method as in claim 361 further including limiting

at least one aspect ofuse of said further object based on said at

least one control.

365. A secure method of modifying a protected object

comprising:

(a) providing a protected object; and

(b) embedding at least one additional element into said

protected object without unprotecting said object.

366." A method as in claim 60 further including:

associating at least one control with said ‘object; and

limiting usage of said element in accordance with said

control.
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367. A method as in claim 363 further including a

permissions record Within said object.

368. A method as in claim 364 further including at least in

part encrypting said object.

369. A method for managing at least one resource a

secure operating environment, said -method comprising:

securely receiving a first load module from a first entity

external to said operating environment;

securely receiving a second load module from a second

‘ ‘entity external to said operating environment, said second entity

being different from said first entity;

securely processing, using at least one resource, a data

item associated with said first and second load modules; and

securely applying said first and second load modules to

manage said resource for use with said data item.

370. A method for negotiating electronic contracts,

comprising:

receiving a first control set from a remote site;

providing a second control set;

performing, within a protected processing environment, an ‘

electronic negotiation between said first control set and said ‘
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second control set, including providing interaction between said

first and second control sets; and

producing a negotiatedcontrol set resulting from said

interaction between said first and second control sets.

371. A system for supporting electronic commerce

including:

means for creating a first secure control set at a first

location;

means for creating a second secure control set at a second

location;

means for securely communicating said first secure control

set from said first location to said second location; and

means at said second location for securely integrating said

first and second control sets to produce at least a third control set

comprising plural elements together comprising an electronic

value chain extended agreement.

372. A system for supporting electronic commerce

including:

means for creating a first secure control set at a first

location;

means for creating a second secure control set at a second

location;
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means for securely communicating said first secure control

set from said first location to said second location; and

negotiation means at said second location for negotiating

an electronic contract through secure execution of at least a

portion of said first and second secure control sets.

373. A system as in claim 370 further including means for

controlling use by a user of protected information content based

on at least a portion of said first and/or second control sets.

374. A system as in claim 370 further including means for

charging for at least a part of said content use.

375. A secure component-based operating system

including:

component retrieving means for retrieving at least one

component;

record retrieving means for retrieving a record that

specifies a component assembly;

checking means, operatively coupled to said component

retrieving means and said record retrieving means, for checking

said component and/orsaid record for validity;

using means, coupled to said checking means, for using ‘

said component to form said component assembly in accordance '

with said record; and
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performing means, coupled to said using means, for

performing a process based at least in part on said component

assembly.

376. A secure component-based operating system

including:

a database manager that retrieves, from a secure database,

at least one component and at least one record that specifies a

component assembly;

an authenticating manager that checks said component

and/or said record for validity;

a channel manager that uses said component to form said

component assembly in accordance with said record; and

an execution manager that performs a process based at

least in part on said component assembly.

377. A secure component operating system including:

means for receiving a component;

means for receiving directions specifying use of said

component to form a component assembly;

means, coupled to said receiving means, for authenticating

said received component and/or said directions;

means, coupled to said authenticating means, for forming,

using said component, said component assembly based at least in

part on said received directions; and
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means, coupled to said forming means, for using said

component assembly to perform at least one operation.

378. A secure component operating environment

including:

a storage device that stores a component and directions

Ispecifying use of said component to form a component assembly;

an authenticating manager that authenticates said

component and/or said directions;

a channel manager that forms, using said component, said

component assembly based at least in part on said directions; and

a channel that executes said component assembly to

perform at least one operation.

379. A secure operating system environment comprising:

a storage device that stores code and directions specifying

assemblyof said code into an executable program;

a validating device that checks said received code and/or

said assembly directors for validity; and

an event-driven channel that, response to occurrence of

an event, assembles said code in accordance with said assembly

directions to form an assembly for execution.

380. A secure operating environment system for managing ‘

at least one resource comprising: ‘
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a communications arrangement that securely receives a

first control from a first entity external to said operafing

environment, and securely receives a second control from a

second entity external to said operating environment, said second

entity being diflerent from said first entity; and

a protected processing environment, coupled to said

communications arrangement, that:

(a) securely processes, using at least one resource, a data

item associated with said first and second controls, and

(b) securely applies said first and second controls to

manage said resource for use of said data item.

381. A system for negotiating electronic contracts,

comprising:

a storage arrangement that stores a first control set

received from a remote site, and stores a second control set;

a protected processing environment, coupled to said

storage arrangement, that:

(a) performs an electronic negotiation between said

first control set and said second control set,

(b) provides interaction between said first and

second control sets, and

(c) produces a negotiated control set resulting from

said interaction between said first and second control sets.
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382. A system as in claim 379 further including means for

electronically enforcing said negotiated control set.

383. A system as in claim 379 further including means for . ‘

generating an electronic contract based on said negotiated control

set.

384. A method for supporting electronic commerce

including: .

creating a first secure control set at a first location;

creating a second secure control set;

electronically negotiating, at said location diflerent from

said first location, an electronic contract, including the step of

securely executing at least a portion of said first and second

control sets.

385. An electronic appliance comprising:

a processor; and I

at least one memory device connected to said processor;

wherein said processor includes:

retrieving means for retrieving at least one component,

and at least one record that specifies a component assembly, from

i said memory device, '

checking means coupled to said retrieving means for ‘

checking said component and/or said record for validity, and
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using means coupled to said retrieving means for using

said component to form said component assembly in accordance

with said record.

386. An electronic appliance comprising:

at least one processor;

at least one memory device connected to said processor;

and

at least one input/output connection operatively coupled to

. said processor,

wherein said processor at least in part executes a rights

operating system to provide a secure operating environment

within said electronic appliance.

387. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

processor includes means for providing a channel, said channel

assembling independently deliverable components into a

component assembly and executing said component assembly.

388. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 further

including a secondary storage device coupled to said processor,

said secondary storage device storing a secure database, said

processor including means for decrypting information obtained

from said secure database and for encrypting information to be

written to said secure database.
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389. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

processor and said memory device are disposed in a secure,

tamper-resistance encapsulation.

390. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

processor includes a hardware encryptor/decryptor.

391. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

processor includes a real time clock.

392. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

processor includes a random number generator.

393. An electronic appliance as in claim 384 wherein said

memory device stores audit information.

394. A method for auditing the use of at least one resource

with a secure operating environment, said method comprising:

securely receiving a first control from a first entity external

to said operating environment;

securely receiving a second control from a second entity

external to said operating environment, said second entity being

difierent from said first entity;

using at least one resource; ‘
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securely sending to said first entity in accordance with said

first control, first audit information concerning use of said

resource; and

securely sending to said second entity in accordance with

said second control, second audit information concerning use of

said resource, said second audit information being at least in part

different from said first audit information.

395. A method for auditing the use of at least one resource

with a secure operating environment, said method comprising:

securely receiving first and second control alternatives

from an entity external to said operating environment;

selecting one of said first and second control alternatives;

using at least one resource;

if said first control alternative is selected by said selecting

step, securely sending to said entity in accordance with said first

control alternative, first audit information concerning use of said

resource; and

if said second control alternative is selected by said

selecting step, securely sending to said second entity in

accordance with said second control alternative, second audit

information concerning use of said resource, said second audit

information being at least in part different from said first audit

information.
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396. A method and/or system for enabling a sale of

protected digital information that has _been previously distributed

to users, the method or system being characterized by a secure

element that selectively controls access to the protected digital

information based on electronic controls associated with the

information.

397. A distributed, secure electronic point of sale system or

method characterized by a secure processing element for

‘ selectively releasing goods and/or services in exchange for

compensation.

398. In a distributed digital network, an advertising‘

method characterized by the steps of tracking usage of digital

information that has associated with it one or more controls with

respect to access to and/or usage of said information; and

targeting advertising messages based at least in part on said '

tracking.

399. A distributed electronic advertising system

characterized in that the system uses a distributed network of

interoperable protected processing environments to at least in

part deliver advertising to users.
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400. A distributed, secure, virtual black box comprised of

nodes located at VDE content container creators, other content

providers, client users, and recipients of secure VDE content

usage information) site, the nodes of said virtual black box

including a secure subsystem having at least one secure

hardware element such as a semiconductor element or other

hardware module for securely executing VDE control processes,

said secure subsystems being distributed at nodes along a

pathway of information storage, distribution, payment, usage,

and/or auditing.

401. A protected processing system or method providing

multiple currencies and/or payment arrangements for the secure

processing and releasing of protected digital information.

402. A distributed secure method or system characterized

in that a user’s age is used as a criteria for electronically,

securely releasing information and/or resources to the user.

403. A method of renting an electronic appliance defining

a secure processing environment.

404. A virtual distribution environment providing any one

or more of the following features and/or elements and/or

combinations thereof:
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a configurable protected, distributed event management

system; and/or

a trusted, distributed transaction and storage management

arrangement; and/or

‘plural pathways for providing information, for control d .

information, and/or for reporting; and/or

multiple payment methods; and/or

multiple currencies; and/or

EDIT; and/or

Electronic banking; and/or

electronic document management; and/or

electronic secure communication; and/or

e-mail; and/or

distributed asynchronous reporting; and/or

combination asynchronous and online management; and/or

privacy control by users; and/or

testing; and/or

using age as a class; and/or

appliance control (renting, etc.); and/or

telecommunications infrastructure; and/or

games management; and/or

extraction of content from an electronic container; and/or

embedding of content into an electronic container; and/or

multiple certificate to allow for breach of a key; and/or

virtual black box; and/or
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independence of control information from content; and/or

multiple, separate, simultaneous control sets for one digital

' information property; and/or

updating control information for already distributed digital

information; and/or

organization information management; and/or

coupled external and organization internal chain of

handling and control; and/or

a content usage consequence management system

(reporting, payment, etc., multiple directions); and/or

a content usage reporting system providing diflering audit

information and/or reduction going to multiple parties holding

rights in content; and/or I

an automated remote secure object creation system; and/or

infrastructure background analysis to identify improper

use; and/or

seniority of control information system; and/or

secure distribution and enforcement of rules and controls

separately from the content they apply to; and/or

redistribution management by controlling the rights and/or

number of copies and or pieces etc. that may be redistributed;

and/or

an electronic commerce taxation system; and/or

an electronic shopping system; and/or

an electronic catalog system; and/or
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a system handling electronic banking, electronic shopping,

and electronic content usage management; and/or

an electronic commerce multimedia system; and/or

a distributed, secure, electronic ‘point of sale system; and/or -

advertising; and/or ,

electronics rights management; and/or

a distributed electronic commerce system; and/or

a distributed transaction system or environment; and/or

a distributed event management system; and/or

a distributed right systems.

405. A Virtual Distribution Environment substantially as

shown in Figure 1.

406. An “Information Utility?’ substantially as shown in

Figure 1A.

407. A chain of handling and control substantially as

shown in Figure 1.

408. Persistent rules and control information substantially

as shown in Figure 2A.

_. 409. A method of providing different control information

substantially as shown in Figure 1.
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410. Rules and/or control information substantially as

shown in Figure 4.

411. An object substantially as shown in Figures 5A and

5B.

412. A Secure Processing Unit substantially as shown in

Figure 6.

413. An electronic appliance substantially as shown in

Figure 7.

414. An electronic appliance substantially as shown in

Figure 8.

415. A Secure Processing Unit substantially as shown in

Figure 9.

416. A “Rights Operating System” (“ROS”) architecture

substantially as shown in Figure 10.

417. Functional relationship(s) between applications and

the Rights Operating System substantially as shown in Figures

_ 11A-11C.
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418. Components and component assemblies substantially

as shown in Figures 11D-11J.

419. -A Rights Operating System substantially as shown in ‘

FIGURE 12.

420. A method of objection creation substantially as shown

113 Figure 12A.

421. A “protected processing environment” software

architecture substantially as shown in Figure 13.

‘ 422. A method of supporting a channel substantially as

shown in Figure 15.

423. A channel header and channel detail record

substantially as shown in Figure 15 A.

424. A method of creating a channel substantially as

_ shown in Figure 15B.

425. A secure data base substantially as shown in Figure

_ 16. '

426. A logical object substantially as shown in Figure 17.
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427. A stationary object substantially as shown in

FIGURE 18.

428. A travelling object substantially as shown in FIGURE

19.

429. A content object substantially as shown in FIGURE

20. A

430. An administrative. object substantially as shown in

Figure 21.

431. A method core substantially as shown in Figure 22.

432. A load module substantially as shown in FIGURE

23.

433. A User Data Element (UDE) and/or Method Data

Element (MDE) substantially as shown in FIGURE 24.

434. Map meters substantially as shown in FIGURES

25A-25C. I

435. A permissions record (PERC) substantially as shown

in FIGURE 26.
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436.- A permissions record (PERC) substantially as

shown in FIGURES 26A and 26B.

437. A shipping table substantially as shown in FIGURE

27.

438. A receiving table substantially as shown in FIGURE

28.

439. An administrative event log substantially as shown

in FIGURE 29.

440. A method of interrelating and using an object

registration table, a subject table and a user rights table

substantially as shown in Figure 30.

441. A method of using a site record table and a group

record table to track portions of a secure database substantially

as shown in FIGURE 34.

A process for updating a secure database

substantially as shown in FIGURE 35.

443. A process of inserting new elements into a secure ‘

database substantially as shown in FIGURE 36.
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444. A process of-accessing elements in a secure database

substantially as shown in FIGURE 37.

445. A process of protecting a secure database element

substantially as shown in FIGURE 38.

446. A process of backing up a secure database

substantially as shown in FIGURE 39.

447. A process of recovering a secure database

substantially as shown in FIGURE 40.

448. A process of enabling performing reciprocal methods

to provide a chain of handling and control substantially as shown

in FIGURES 41A-41D.

449. A “reciprocal” BUDGET method substantially as

shown in FIGURES 42A-42D.

450. A reciprocol audit method substantially as shown in

FIGURES 44A-44C.

451. A method for controlling release of content or other

method substantially as shown in any of FIGURES 45-48.
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452. An event method substantially as shown in

FIGURES‘53A-53B. _

453. A billing method substantially as shown in FIGURE - I

53C.

I 454. An extract method substantially as shown in

FIGURE 57A.

455. An embed method substantially as shown FIGURE

57A.

456. ‘An obscure method substantially as shown in

FIGURE 58A.

457. A fingerprint method substantially as shown in

FIGURE 58B.

458. A fingerprint method substantially as shown in

FIGURE 530. A

459. A meter method substantially as shown in FIGURE
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460. A key “convolution” process substantially as shown

FIGURE 62.

461. A process of generating diflerent keys using a key

convolution process to determine a “true” key substantially as

shown in FIGURE 63.

462. A process of initializing protected processing

environment keys substantially as shown in FIGURES 64 and/or

65.

463. A process for decrypting information contained within

stationary objects substantially as shown in FIGURE 66.

464. A process for decrypting information contained within

traveling objects substantially as shown in FIGURE 67.

465. A process for initializing a protected processing

environment substantially as shown in FIGURE 68.

466. A process of downloading firmware into a protected

processing environment substantially as shown in FIGURE 69.
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467. Multiple VDE electronic appliances connected together with

a network or other communications means substantially as

shown in FIGURE 70.

468.A portable VDE electronic appliance substantially as

shown in FIGURE 71.

469. “Pop-up” displays that may be generated by the user

notification and exception interface substantially as shown in

Figures 72A-72D.

470. A smart object substantially as shown in FIGURE 73.

471. A method ofprocessing smart objects substantially as

shown in FIGURE 74.

472. Electronic negotiation substantially as shown in any

of FIGURES 75A-75D.

473. An electronic agreement substantially as shown in

FIGURES 75E-75F.

474. Electronic negotiation processes substantially as

shown in any of FIGURES 76A-76B.
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475. A chain of handling and control substantially as

shown in FIGURE 77.

476. A "repository" substantially as shown in

FIGURE 78.

A477 . A process of using a chain of handling and control to

evolve and transform VDE managed content and control

information substantially as shown in any or all of FIGURES

79483.

478. A chain of handling and control involving several

categories ofVDE participants substantially as shown in

FIGURE 84.

479. A chain of distribution and handling within an

organization substantially as shown in FIGURE 85.

« 480. A chain of handling and control substantially as

shown in Figures 86 and/or 86A.

481. A virtual silicon container model substantially as

shown in Figure 87.
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482. A method of business automation characterized by

the steps of (a) creatings one or more secure containers including

encrypted accounting and/or other administrative information

content, (b) associating control information with one or more of .

such one or more secure containers including a description of (i) .

the one or more parties whom may use one or more of the one or 0

more containers, and (ii) the operations that will be performed for

one or more parties with respect to such accounting and/or other

administrative information, (c) electronically delivering one or

morelof such one or more containers such to one or more parties,

and (d) enabling through the use of a protected processing

environment the enforcement of at least a portion of such control

information.

483. A business automation system characterized by:

means for providing at least one secure container including
administrative information content having control information

associated therewith, and

a protected processing environment for enforcing, at least

in part, the control information.

484. A business automation system comprising (a)

distributed, interoperable protected processing environment

installations, (b) secure containers for distribution of digital
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information, (c) control information supporting the automation of

chain ofhandling and control functions.

485. A method of business automation characterized by

the steps ofproviding interoperable protected processing

environment nodes to plural parties, communicating first

encrypted digital information from a first party to a second party,

communicating second encrypted digital information including at

least a portion of said first communicated digital information

and/or information related to the use of said first digital

information, to a third party different from said first or second

parties, wherein use of said second encrypted digital information

is regulated, at least in part, by an interoperable protected

processing environment available to said third party.

486. A business automation system characterized by:

plural protected processing "environment nodes,

means for communicating digital information between the

nodes, and

wherein at least one of the nodes includes means for

regulating the use of said communicated digital information.

487. A method for chain of handling and control

characterized by the steps of (a) a first party placing protected

digital information into a first software container and stipulating
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rules and controls governing use of at least a portion of said

digital information, (b) providing said software container to a

second party, wherein said second party places said software

container into a further software container and stipulates rules

and controls for at least in part managing use of at least a portion

of said digital information and/or said first software container by

a third party.

488. A chain ofhandling and control system characterized

by: 4

means for placing digital information into a first software

container and for stipulating rules and/or controls governing use

of at least a portion of said digital information, and

means for placing said software container into a further

software container and for stipulating further rules and/or

controls for at least in part managing use of at least a portion of

said digital information and/or said first software container.

489. A system for chain of handling control including

(a) a first container containing at least in part protected digital

information, (b) at least in part protected control information

stipulated by a first party establishing conditions for use of at

least a portion of said digital content, (c) a second container

different from said first container, said second container

containing said first container, (d) control information stipulated
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independently by a second party for at least in part setting

conditions for managing use of the contents of said second

container.

490. A system for electronic advertising including: (a)

means to provide digital information to users for their use, (b)

means to provide advertising content to said users in

combination with said digital information, (c) means to audit use

of said digital information, (d) means to securely acquire usage

‘I . information regarding use of advertising content, (e) means to

securely report information based upon said advertising content

usage information, (f) compensating at least one content provider

at least in part based upon use of said advertising content.

491. A method for electronic advertising characterized by

the steps of (a) placing digital information into a container, (b)

associating advertising information with at least a portion of said

digital information, (c) securely providing said container to a

container user, (d) monitoring user viewing of advertising

information, and (d) receiving payment from an advertiser,

wherein said payment is related to user viewing of said

advertising information.

492. A system for electronic advertising involving (a)

means to containerize digital information including both content
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and advertising information, (b) means to monitor viewing of at

least a portion of said advertising information, (c) means to

charge for user viewing of at least a portion of said advertising

information, (d) means to securely communicate information i .

based upon said viewing in a secure container, and (e) control ,

information related to said containerized digital information for

managing the communication of said information based upon

said viewing.

493. A method for electronic advertising characterized by

the steps of (a) containerizing digital information including both

content and advertising information, (b) monitoring user viewing

' of at least a portion of said advertising information, (c) charging

for user viewing of at least a portion of said advertising

information, (d) securely communicating information based upon

said viewing in a secure container, and (e) at least in part

managing, through the use of control information related to said

advertising information, the communication of information based

upon said viewing.

494; A method of clearing transaction information

characterized by the steps of (a) securely distributing digital

information to a first user of an interoperable protected

processing environment, (b) securely distributing further digital

information to a user of an interoperable protected processing
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environment different from said at first user (c) receiving

information related to usage of said digital information, (d)

receiving information related to usage of said further digital

information, and (e) processing information received according to

steps (c) and (d) to perform at least one of (I) an administrative,

or (H) an analysis, function.

495. A system for clearing transaction information

including (a) a first container containing at least in part

protected digital information and associated control information,

(b) a second secure container containing further at least in part

protected digital information and associated control information,

(c) means to distribute said first and second containers to users,

(d) communication means for communicating information at least

in pa.rt derived from user usage of said first container digital

information, (e) communication means for communicating

information at least in part derived from user usage of said

second container digital information, (1) Processing means at a

clearinghouse site for receiving the information communicated

through steps (d) and (e), wherein said processing means perform

administrative and/or analysis processing of at least a portion of

said communicated information.

496. A method for clearinghouse analysis characterized by

the steps of: (a) enabling plural independent clearinghouses for
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administrating and/or analyzing usage ofdistributed, at least in

part protected, digital information, (b) providing interoperable

protected processing environments to plural, independent users,

and (c) enabling a user to select a clearinghouse for use with an

interoperable protected processing environment

497. A system for clearinghouse analysis including (a)

plural independent clearinghouses for administrating and/or

analyzing usage of distributed, at least in part protected, digital

information, (b) at least one interoperable protected processing

environments at each of plural user locations, (c) selecting means

for enabling a user to select one of said plural independent

clearinghouse to perform payment and/or analysis functions

related to the use of at least a portion of said at least in part

protected, digital information.

498. A method of electronic advertising characterized by

the steps of

creating one or more electronic advertisements, creating

one or more secure containers including at least a portion of such

advertisements,

associating control information with such advertisements

including control information describing at least one of: (a)

reporting at least some advertisement usage information to one ‘

or more content providers, advertisers and/or agents, (b)
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providing one or more credits to a user based on such user’s

viewing and/or other usage of such advertisements, (c ) reporting

advertisement usage information to one or more market analysts,

(d) providing a user with ordering information for and/or means

for ordering one or more products and/or services, and/or (e)

providing one or more credits to a content provider based on one

or more users’ viewing and/or other usage of such

advertisements, l

providing such containers and such control information to

one or more users,

enabling such users to use such containers at least in pa.rt

in accordance with such control information.

499. A system for electronic advertising including (a)

means to provide digital information to users for their use, (b) V

means to provide advertising content to said users in

combination with said digital information, (c ) means to audit use

of said digital information, (d) means to acquire usage

information regarding use of advertising content, (e) means to

securely report information based upon said advertising content

usage information, and (f) compensating at least one content

provider at least in part based upon use of such advertising

content.
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500. A system for chain of handling and control including

(a) a first container containing at least in part protected digital

information, (b) at least in part protected control information

stipulated by a firstparty establishing condition for use of at

least a portion of said digital content, (c ) a second container

different from said first container, said second container

containing said first container, and (d) control information

stipulated independently by a second party for at least in part

setting conditions for managing use of the contents of said second

container.

501. A method of operating a clearinghouse characterized

by the steps of receiving usage information related at least in

part to use of secure containers from plural parties, determining

payments due to one or more parties based at least in part on

such usage information, performing and/or causing to be

performed transactions resulting in payments to such parties

based at least in part on such determinations.

502. An electronic clearinghouse comprising:

means for receiving usage information related at least in

part to use of secure containers from plural parties,

means for determining payments due to one or more

parties based at least in part on such usage information,
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means for performing and/or causing to be performed

transactions resulting in payments to such parties based at least

in part on such determinations.

503. A method of operating a clearinghouse characterized

by the steps of receiving usage information related at least in

part to use of secure containers from plural parties, determining

reports of usage for one or more parties based at least in part on

such usage information, creating and/or causing to be created

reports of usage based at least in part on such determination,

delivering at least one of such reports to at least one of such

parties.

504. A method of operating a clearinghouse characterized

by the steps of receiving permissions and/or other control

information from one or more content providers including

information that enables delivery of at least one right in at least

one secure container to other parties, receiving requests from

plural parties for one or more rights in one or more secure

containers, delivering permissions and/or other control

information to such parties based at least in part on such

requests.

505. A method of operating a clearinghouse characterized

by the steps of receiving information from one or more parties
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— establishing a party's identity information, creating one or more

electronic representations of at least a portion of such identity

information for use in enabling and/or withholding at least one

right in at least one secure container, performing an operation to o ‘

certify such electronic representations, delivering such electronic

representations to such party.

506. A method of operating a clearinghouse characterized

by the steps of receiving a request for credit from a party for use

vvith secure containers, determining an amount of credit based at

least in part on such request, creating control information related

to such an amount, delivering such control information to such

user, receiving ‘usage information related to use of such credit,

performing and./or causing to be performed at least one

transaction associated with collecting payment from such user.

507. A method for contributing secure control information

with respect to an electronic value chain wherein control

information is contributed by a party not directly participating in
said value chain, comprising steps of: aggregating said

contributed control information with control information

associated with digital information stipulated by one or more

parties in an electronic value chain, said aggregate control

information at least in part managing conditions related to the

use of at least a portion of said digital information.
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508. A method for entering the payment of taxes

associated with commercial events wherein secure control

information for automatically governing tax payments for said

commercial events is contributed by a party comprising steps of: I

aggregating said secure control information with control

information that has been contributed by a separate party and

controlling at least one condition for use of digital information.

509. A method for general purpose reusable electronic

commerce arrangement characterized by the steps of:

(a) providing component structures, modular methods that

can be configured together to comprise event controlled

(b) providing integrateable protected processing

environments to plural independent users;

(c) employing secure communications means for

communicating digital control information between integrateable

protected processing environments; and

(d) enabling database managers operably connected to

said processing environments for storing at least a portion of said

provided component modular methods.

510. A system for general purpose, reusable electronic

commerce including:

(a) component modular methods configured together to

comprise event control structures;
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(b) at least one interoperable processing environment at

each ofplural independent user locations;

(c) secure communications means for communicating

digital control information between interoperable protected

processing environments; and

(d) secured database managers operably connected to said

protected processing environments for storing at least a portion

of said component modular methods.

511. A general purpose electronic commerce credit system
including:

(a) a secure interoperable protected processing

environment;

(b) general purpose credit control information for

providing credit for user usage of at least in part protected digital

information; and

(c) at least in part protected digital information related

control information for providing necessary information for

employing credit through the use, at least in part, of said general

purpose credit control information.

512. A method for enabling a general purpose electronic

commerce credit system including:

(a) providing secure interoperable protected processing

environments;
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(b) supplying general purpose credit control information
for providing credit for user usage of at least in part protected

digital information; and

(c) providing, at least in part, protected digital information

related control information for providing necessary information

foremploying credit through the use, at least in part, of said

general purpose credit control information.

513. A document management system comprising one or

more electronic appliances containing one or more SPUs and one

or more secure databases operatively connected to at least one of

the SPUs.

514. An electronic contract system comprising one or more

electronic appliances containing one or more SPUs and one or

more secure databases operatively connected to at least one of

the SPUs.

515. An electronic appliance containing at least one SPU

and at least one secure database operatively connected to at least

one of the SPU(s).

516. An electronic appliance containing one or more CPUs

where at least one of the CPUs is integrated with at least one

SPU.
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517. An electronic appliance containing one or more video

controllers where at least one of the video controllers is

integrated with at least one SPU.

518. An electronic appliance containing one or more

network communications means where at least one of the

network communications means is integrated with at least one

i SPU.

519. An electronic appliance containing one or more _

modems where at least one of the modems is integrated with at

least one SPU. _

520. An electronic appliance containing one or more CD-

ROM devices where at least one of the CD-ROM devices is

integrated with at least one SPU.

521. An electronic appliance containing one or more set-

top controllers where at least one of the set-top controllers is

integrated with at least one SPU.

522. An electronic appliance containing one or more game

systems where at least one of the game systems is integrated

with at least one SPU.
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523. An integrated circuit supporting multiple encryption

algorithms comprising at least one microprocessor, memory,

input/output means, at least one circuit for encrypting and/or

decrypting information and one or more software programs for

use with at least one of the microprocessors to perform encryption

and/or decryption functions.

524. An integrated circuit comprising at least one

microprocessor, memory, at leastone real time clock, at least one «

random number generator, at least one circuit for encrypting

and/or decrypting information and independently delivered

and/or independently deliverable certified software.

525. An integrated circuit comprising at least one

microprocessor, memory, input/output means, a tamper resistant

barrier and at least a portion of‘a Rights Operating System.

V 526. An integrated comprising at least one

microprocessor, memory, input/output means, at least onelreal

time clock, a tamper resistant barrier and means for recording

interruption ofpower to at least one of the real time clocks.
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 EXTENDED ABSTRACT

A Secure Distributed capability Based System

Howard L. Johnson
Information Intelligence Sciences. Inc.
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uated. A capabiA novel design for »a secure distributed syst is described and eval-ity based computer architecture is combined with crypto-
graphic network security techniques to protect global objects and preserveBCCESB rights across system boundaries.

including the Do!) Computer Systemevaluated against several criteria.
Evaluation Criteria .
presented.

luey words:
architecture; network encryption

1- Introduction

A distributed system connects various compu-
ting entities in several locations so resources
an be shared by users. Distributed computing
offers the advantage of flexibility so that each
facility can be locally controlled and configured
for a specific application. It also offers incre-
mental growth so that additional features can

be easily added, nsusllpfi at a lower cost thanupgrading a central host. e connection of diatri-
buted systenas facilitates information sharing.

The physical network can be implemented‘ by point-to-point or nulti-point links. LAN's or HAN s.

In a single centralized computing facility.
system security is achieved through physical.
operational. and system controls. System controls
include operating system functions such as login
P333V°|'d9o file system protection, and memory
sauagement. In a distributed environment. .these
controls can still be effective for securing each
specific system. However, additional problems
arise because of the interconnection of systems
and the information flows between systems.

‘there are two areas of concern in securing
a distributed syateu. The first. that of securing
the network facilities. has received greater atten-
tion in the literature. This need stems from the

Permission lo copy without fee all or pan of lhil n-zazrrinl is granted
provided rat the copies are not mad: or disrrilnnod for dirtcl
oolnrhcrtial advantage. the 4CM copyr‘¢h1 noliu: and the title oflbe
pub!icaIEonsndibducappear,mdnutioeisgi\rnthateopyinsisby '
permission ol‘ the Association for Computing Machinery. To copy
olhtroth. or to republish, require: a fee‘ andlor rpttifrc p'crn1issio'n.
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he resulting architecture is

The strengths and weaknesses of the approach are

computer security; distributed system security; capability

fact that physical facilities in most prevalent
use today -as communication media (land lines.
microwave links. and satellite channels) offer
little protection for themselves [1]. To secure
these facilities. some type of gryptography is
employed. The user who wishes to obtain an off-the-
-shelf solution to the problem can use a conven-
tional substitutioo-permutation algorithm. such
as the |($'s DE [2] or a public key algorithm
such as BSA [3]. Although there is active research
in both breaking and strengtmening these techni-
ques. for many applications currently available
methods will suffice. '

Even with encryption. a network is still
‘vulnerable to certain types of threats against
the communications protocol being employed [lo].Conventional
data field to be encrypted. while control and
address. fields are transmitted unencrypted. This
leaves a network open to such attacks as message
modification and message replay.

The second area of concern. that has received
relatively little attention in the literature,
is the control of information protection across
system boundaries. Uithin a given computer facili-
ty. the operating system can be used to enforce
uniform and constant protection of information.
However. once the information is removed from
the computer. these controls no longer apply.
Protection of information can only be maintained
in a local environment. It would be preferable
if access rights could be enforced across system
boundaries. This would produce a secure distribu-
ted syst and protect proprietary software anddata.

Consider the case of a remote database user
who has purchased read access to certain informa-
tion in jthe database. If the user accesses the
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database with a personal computer. it is a straight-
forward step for the user to read the database
and store the information in the PC. Once the

user has a local copy. then he/she is free to
distribute this data to any other party, regardless
of whether that party has purchased access to
the database. Thus. die access protection of
a single system is easily violated by availability
of distributed computing.

The database owner could protect hislher
investment by requiring the user to purchase a
proprietary interface program to access and omnipo-
Late the date. Not only does this restrict the
user and provide an economic deterrent to the
sale of inforlnetion, it also makes this protection
dependent on the copy protection of the interfaceprogram.

Another example is if the host is used as
a central distribution point for software, possibly
for a CAI application. Once a nodule is removed
from the host, it is very difficult to limit the
production of duplicates. Encryption of the key
elements of a program has been proposed as a solu-
tion [5]. However. not only does this place addi-
tional burden on the applications progrannner,
but also requires a design that may not be met
by.n|ony programs.

Host secure network strategies deal only
with encryption of data as it is transmitted across
network facilities, and not at all with the manage-
ment of protection across system boundaries.
However, there are numerous instances of distribu-
ted inforoation system ‘security and proprietary
software protection not solved by network encryp-
tion. ‘lhe' authors believe that an integrated
solution involving both capability-based computers
and network protection using encryption and a
secure protocol can provide distributed system
security.

After discussion of network security and
capability architectures in a distributed environ-
ment. we present an integrated design of a secure
distributed capability based system. ‘the resulting
architecture is evaluated against several criteria,
including the Doll Cooputer System Evaluation Crite-ria. '

2. lletwork Security

2.1 General

This paper pertains to hardware (and a few
hardware/software) data system security protection
mechanianzs. but design must be
the context of existing or proposed physical secu-
rity. personnel security, operations security,
enanations security, and connnunications security.
The implementation of each guides implementation
of the network data ayateo security. A key crite-
ria is minimized degradation in throughput andresponse.

A brief summary of network security follows.
The tern: "association" is used to refer to a (po-
tentially bidirectional) end-to-end data path
through the network. The reader is directed to
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accomplished in '

Voydock and Kent [4] and to Davies and Price [6]
for a core complete treatment of these topics.

2.2 ‘Direct

I-Yon [ls]. passive attacks to network security
are intended to bring about the unauthorized re-
lease of information or authorized release of
information sufficient to perform a traffic analy-
sis. Passive attacks usually cannot be detected
but can be prevented. r_‘

Active attacks include unauthorized modifica-
tion of information. unauthorized resource use
denial. and attempts to initiate spurious associa-
tiona. Active attacks cannot be prevented. but
can usually be detected. In a network environment
we are equally concerned with threats internal
to the system as those ‘butaide.

2.3 Protection Principles

Encryption ‘.l'ec-hniques

Rushby and Randell [7] observed that separa-
tion is one of the key elements in enforcing a
secure system, and that four separation methods
exist: physical. temporal. cryptographical and
logical. In a counnunication system, physical
separation is the most desirable. hut 0111888 the
system is completely contained in a secure building
environment or in a specially constructed tunnel
vault. the distances involved leave too much line
unprotected.

2.3.]

Scale transuiasioa media are more secure than
others. such as fiber optics. directional satellite
links, and exotic military connnunications systens.
but each has a reasonable vulnerability to capture
or disruption of data flow. Hithin a secure envi-
romnent. either logical or cryptographical means
can be employed to protect data authenticity.
Methods analogous to periods processing can make
use of transmission links for different levels
of control at different isolated periods of protec-
tion. perfomzlng necessary cleansing of storage
registers at buffers, if any exist.

Data encryption is the primary means by which
communicated data are protected. It directly
prevents passive attacks by preventing an intruder
from seeing data in the clear. Data patterns
can be masked by using a unique key for each asso-
ciation. employing cipher block chaining which
causes each encrypted value to be a complex func-
tion of previously encrypted data. and appropriate-
ly selecting the proper initialization vector
for chaining.

‘mere are three ways to incorporate cryptogra-
phy into a counnunications system: link. node and
end-to-end encryption. In link encryption, crypto-
graphic devicea bracket a communication line be-
tween two nodes. Node encryption uses a protected
security module to absolutely protect data at
the node. In end-to-end encryption, data are
deciphered only at their final destination. requir-

. ing several keys at each origin and destination.
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There are severaftradeoff"var-1ab1ea 1n choos-

:-93 between link. node. and end-to-end encryp-ion:

- the number of encryption units required (and
therefore the potential response degradation)

- the number of keys required by each node
originating and receiving data

- the conplexity required in specifying a rout-
ing path independent of the specification
of data. or alternately the overhead in inter-
in decryption attempts.

The number of security devices are fewer
in end-to-end encryption. but number of keys re-
quired in greater. Addressing information must
be developed independent of the data, or interim
decryption attenpts oust be made. Both create
a difficult design problan. Link and node encryp-
tion are normally transparent to the user. but
so is end-to-and encryption if initiated by system

-services. The message and its header can both
be encrypted with node encryption: however. with
link encryption and end-to-end encryption normally
both message and header are encrypted. The excep-
tion ia a tedxnique whereby each node attempts
to dec.l’YPt._|'.he nessage and passes it if unsuccess-
ful or if the successfully decrypted nessa e indi-
cates another addressee. If not all n s have
encryption facilities or if encryption of only
selected messages is desired due to overhead.
an additional mechanism is required to enable
and disable the encryption function.

Voydock and Kent [4] observed that a communi-
cation network can also be viewed as providing
8 $641!!!! for establishing associations between
protocol entities. in association oriented ap-proach constitutes .a refinement to end-to-end
measures. It not only protects the _ path,.bot
reduces the probability of undetected cross talk,
whether induced by hardware or software.

2.3.2 Detection Techniques

If the coannonications header is in clear
form. transmitting bogus messages helps prevent
traffic analysis. The protocol layer selection
determines the precision with which traffic analy-
sis can be done. If encryption is performed in
the presentation layer, an intruder could determine
which presentation, session, and transport entities
were involved. Performing encryption in the trans-
P°l’l’-. network. or link layers limits the intru-
der to observing patterns at the network address
levels. Contradiatinctively, the higher the layer.
the more of the path protected. '

To prevent message stream modification. there
are measures that ensure nessage integrity. Hea-
sures that ensure oeasage authenticity rely on
the integrity measures. Measures that ensure
massage ordering rely on both of the previous
measures. . Countermeasures involve use of unique
keys, sequence numbers. and error detection codes.

_ Denial of service attaclcs often can be detec-
ted by nessage stream modification countermea-
sures. If the attacks begin when an association
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is quiescent. a request response mechanism must
be employed.

For spurious association attacks, hierarcbic
or public key systems can defeat attempts to estab-
lish ‘an association under a false identity. Time-
stamp, checksums, and/or random challenge-response
mechanism detect playing back of a previously
legitimate sasociation-initiation.

A covert channel allows a process to transfer
information in a manner that violates the systems
security policy. A covert timing channel is a
covert channel in which one process signals infor-
mtion to another by modulating its own use of
system resource (e.g.. CPU time) in such a way
that this manipulation affects the real response
time observed by the second process. Covert chan-
nels with low bandwidths represent a lower threat
than those with high bandwidths. In any complex
system there are a number of relatively low-band-
width covert channels whose existence is deeply
ingrained in the system design. Faced with the
large potential cost of reducing the bandwidths
of such covert channels. it is felt that those
with a naxioum bandwidth of less than one bit
per second .are acceptable in most applications
environments [8]. The channel bandwidth can be
reduced by introducing noise, or complicated traE- .
fic patterns. making it difficult to detect andextract deliberate modulation.

These measures provide security only in a
probabilistic sense. providing a high probability
that the intruder cannot subvert the encryption
algorithm and that active attacks will be detec-
ted. The goal is to make it more difficult for
the intruder to break the system than to create
the inforu-anion through other means.

2.4 Protection Mechanisms

2.6.1 Reference Homitors

A reference nonitor [9] must be tanperproof,
must always be invoked, and must be mall enough
to be subject to analysis and tests. the complete-
ness of which can be assured. 'l'he reference moni-
tor ia the most popular type of authentication
mechanism. ‘ Interaction is generally only with
the message header, whereas cryptographic compati-
bility serves to authenticate an entire message.
Further. data can remain encrypted for continued
protection while in buffers, storage, and inter-
nsl communications. ‘me reference monitor allows
such things as separate encryption of the message
without the header and requires neither the time
and cost spent in encryption nor the cost of a
key mnagement and distribution system.

2.6.2 Authentication and Secrecy

Cryptography can not only be used for securi-
ty. but can also be employed for authenticity.
Solutions using encryption are equally applicable
to local area networks as they are to large long-
haul communications networks. Different applica-
tions lead to different solutions. as do design
tradeoffs based on changing technologies (e.g..
(1593 Optics). speed, coat. and level of protec-

QG
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""‘text as in the cipher block chaining

tion. The following are key topics associated
with cryptography-

Secrecy and Authentication - Secrecy exists
when it is computationally infeasible to determine
the deciphering transformation. Authenticity
exists when it is computationally infeasible to
determine the enciphering transformtion. The
latter establishes the validity of a claimed iden-
tity (e.g.. of the sender is a digital signature
or user verification application).

Substitution-Permutation ciphers (e.g.. the
DES) Information theory has allowed theoretical
data protection to any degree desired, based on
the length of the key and repeated application
of the algorithm steps; even when the algorithm
is known to the perpetrator. This class of cipher
has been implemented into a very fast chip.
is cryptsnalysis capability increases. the dimen-
sionality of the implementation can be increased.
with a corresponding loss in efficiency, (unless
microcircult technology makes up the difference).
A DB block cipher breaks the message into blocks
and enciphcrs each with the same key. A stream
cipher breaks the message into characters or bite
and eociphers them with successive‘ elements of
a key stream (which might be the prior encryptedmode and
the cipher feedback mode of the DPS).

Public Key Ciphers (e.g.. the RSA scheme)
- These methods of protection provide both secrecy
and authenticity. Several public key ciphers
have fallen prey to cryptanalysts. but the RSA
cipher stands a good chance of surviving these
attacks based on the mstheamticsl history of fat-
torization of large numbers (sldxough a surprising-
ly large number was factored on the Gray at Sandia
Laboratories recently). Keys are large and computa-
tion still relatively complex. Technologies such
as gallium arsenide and parallel bit stream imple-
mentations should solve immediate speed problems,
however, as cryptanalysis comes closer, the size
of the prime numbers must be increased.

Doe-uay ciphers These virtually unknown.
but simply implemented ciphers are important to
design because once data are encrypted they cannot
be simply decrypted, even by the originator.
They are useful in applications, for example,
where authentication of passwords can be accom-
plished by comparing pairs of encrypted data val-
ues. Certain simple functions such as comparison
can be accomplished in encryption space.

2.4.! Key Management Design

The responsibility for key moagenent depends
on the security policy and the choice of immanen-
tatieo. Unless keys are given at least the some
level of protection as the data, they will be
the weak link. Once the peaetrator has gained
access to the key (generally a very ‘stall piece
of data) he has gained access to all data. Tech-
niques of generating, transmitting and protecting
keys include host keys. hierarchical key protec-
tion. partitioning of keys for different protection
levels, and diverse means by which the key mn-
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agement system interfaces with ' the rest of the
system [7].

In the normal iopleaencarion of public key
systems. the public key is published with no pro-
tection whatsoever. The private key is oriynated
and hold by only one person. Certain implementa-
tions require distribution of the private key
under a protected key distribution scheme, espe-
cially where the private key is used within the
processor as a means of both secrecy and authenti-
cation of source or another system variable.

A third party or a host can provide the an-
thenticstion necessary for key distrihtltionu
There are several established a'pP|’08¢h89 501' the
implementation of a distributed session key system.
eppropriata to network coallunications. ‘me public
key system has the property that two parties can
establish a secret key for use in a unique session
between them, obviating involvement of a third
party. The strategy can be repeated often for
a grater degree of protection. Prolonged use
of a single loey makes a systcornore vulnerable
to cryptosslysis. ‘flue degree of added vulner-
ability depends on the cryptographic technique
used, which in turn is related to the nature of
data transmission. intercoomninication requireoenf-E.
and security inherent to théccumunications system.

2.5 Network Protocol Considerations

In late 1970's. the International Standards
Organization adopted a network architecture known
as the reference model for open system interconnec-
tion. ISO/(BI. layers 1 to 3 are concerned with
data transmission/routing and deal respectively
with physical, data link, and network concerns.
layer 4 provides end-to-end control of data trans-
port. lsyers 5 and 7 are the session. presenta-
tion. and application layers. some of the possible
approaches to implementing security under 150/051are as follows:

Layer Protocol Sicgnity

7 Applications Services User identification .
encryption of stored
data, key distribu-
tion. '

6 User controlled
use of encryption
for secrecy and
identification in-
cluding a user re-
quest for encryption.

Presentation Formats

Establishing secrecy
and authentication
during the conduct
of a session between
system users (people
and programs).
The most desirable
encryption point
in high level proto-
cols [4].

5 User Session Control
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5 Transport Flow Control

3 Network Routing

2 Data Link Control Security control
~ entirely in the

communications sys-
tems such as link
encryption where
the data are protec-
ted between adjacent
network nodes . and
are decrypted and
re-encrypted at
each node. Security
control entirely
in the network conun-
nications use oi
node encryption
schemes where _data
are not in the clear
at an intermediate
node. but are rather
decrypted and re-
encrypted by a. spe-
cial security module.

1 Physical Connection   

Design should be such that acceptance of
data or . requests into the memory associated with
a node should be based on the assurance that the
transaction is legitimate and do not violate
the security policy. An example of protocol layer
2 (data link) encryption is provided in [10].
in which source and destination subuets and trust-
ed interface units are designated in the packet
formats for the carrier sense aultiple access
with collision detection (Sm/CD) protocol.

‘Fae lprotocol also specifies the data securityeve .

Popek and Kline [11] identified the important

is]s.ueo to be addressed in defining secure proto-co s:

— establishing initial cleartextlciphertextltleertert channel from sender to receiver

- passing cleartext addresses without providing
a leakage path

' fietefllinina error recovery and resynchroniza-
tion mechanisms to be employed

— performing flow control

- closing channels

- interaction of the encryption protocols with
the rest of the protocols

- dependence on software in implementation.
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- offers greater ‘generality

3. Capability Architectures

3.l Description

A capability-based computer uses an architec-
ture in which objects are addressed by means of
a two—conponent entity called a capability. One
component of the capability is a unique object
identification number which is translated by the
hardwre into an actual machine address. The
other coeponent of the capability can be viewed
as an access rights field which identifies to
the hardware the operations that the owner of
the capability may perform on the object.

Capability a_rch.itecturee have been proa_uote_d
for_ a‘ number of reasons including their hardiiare
support for object-based progrs‘m'_:uing [12] and
system ‘security [l_3.]. _ Acapabi.-Iity-baae'd cos'n‘putur-

thhn do_e's a_cor‘We'ntional
‘architecture. 'lhis~ge'ue“r-ality includes

hhrdvare euppiirt for object identification and
Iha’nsg‘eu‘:ent _vhi'ch allows the user to approach the
m‘ch1n‘e interface at a higher level of abstrac-
tion: By encapsulating objects and defining unique
object identification numbers. the system can
provide a more secure hardware base on which to
918:8 the ow‘-rating system...

To maintain system security and integrity.
it is typical for a capability-based computer
to use hardware tagging of capabilities stored
in nenory (16,151. When a user attempts to use
a capability to reference an object. the hardware
tag indicates that me of the capability is a .
legal one. The capability itself will be further
compared‘ with the operation that the user-.is at--
tempting to ensure its validity. _ Since the tag
controlled ,by hardware. the user is not able to
arbitrarily modify the tag bits associated with
o‘ aseuiory address. If the user atteintits to modify
a capability. the hardware will reset the associa-
ted tag bits..

Another feature of capability architectures
is that the mchina interface is usually implemen-
ted at a higher level than that of a conventional
architecture. This higher level includes functions
that relate to object addressing and object manage-
ment. By placing greater functionality in the
firmware, the goal is to ioprove the performance
of the architecture while ensuring that the object
related operations can not be interrupted and
possibly altered by another process. ‘thus. the
security of a capability-based tonputer follows
the precept that hardware is inherently more secure
thunfsoftmre.

3.2 Design Issues

There" are a nuiaber of issues to‘ be £oced_
by. the daigner or a capability machine. Theseinclude:

— generating and maintaining unique object
id'a ‘tor a large umber of objects

- managing objects. including object deletion
and the ‘dangling pointer problerb
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co...

controlling the copying of capabilities for
object sharing ‘

defining object‘ categories

speeding-up object address translation

permitting called programs to have more access
rights than their callers for‘ operating systemfunctions

providing object. encapsulation to promote
object protection.

The resolution of these issues can take various
forms. Levy [I6] surveys many of these inhisy
book on capability based systems.

3.3 Goals

For the purposes of a discussion of capability
nysten goals. we assume that the network facilities
for the distributed system have already been so-
cured using encryption and secure high-level proto-
cols as described in the previous section. By
employing capabilities for defining and protecting
objects in a distributed environment, the following
goals can be achieved:

Objects can be transferred across ‘systen
boundaries while preserving access rights
across these boundaries. This is accomplished
by forcing any object transfer between systems
to be accompanied by the transfer of the
capability needed to access the object.
Vithout this capability. the object can not
be accessed.

The process performing the copy operation
must possess the original capability on the
source computer to effect the copy operation.
The capability which results on the destina-
tion computer muet uniquely identify the
copied object and must have access rights
equal to or less than those of the original
capability. The netvork_ interfaces for each
host are responsible for checking the validity
of the operation. The ‘network interface

analogous to a distributed file system, but
is generalized to all the object categories
defined in a given architecture.

A user-local capability is one which is con-
tained in the user‘: capability list in the
local boat from which the object reference
is being made. Similarly, a user-remote
capability is one that is contained in the
user's capability list on the remote host
that contains the object being referenced.
Capabilities used to access objects created
remotely are derived from the capability
generated by the system where the objectwas created.

In describing these goals, it is assumed
that object identification and addressing are
defined locally. When a capability is transferred
between systems. a new object id will be created
by the destination host automatically. This object
id will have meaning only in the context of this
host. This will preclude the need for designing
a universal object identification scheme that
would be impractical both in term of the size
of the id needed and the overhead to coordinate
the use of id's. It‘ is also assumed that a cape-
bility can be safely and accurately transmitted
Setweeo system. the network interface for the

' capability-based coiuputer controls the encryption

at the destination must generate a unique‘
object id (possibly using already existing
firmware for object creation) and must trans-
late the source capability accordingly. At
the some time it must preserve or decrease
the access rights of the translated capabili-
ty.

Capabilities for objects can be transferred"
across system boundaries. This allows capa-
bilities to be used to reference remote ob-
jects. This requires that the capability
contain a field which identifies the network

node containing the object. Alternatively,
the capability could reference a local "net-
work reference object“ which would contain
the information needed by the operating system
and network interface to address the rmoce
object.

Objects can be referenced across system bound-
aries using either user-local or user-remote
capabilities for these objects. This is
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and protocols needed to effect secure communi-cations.

To support the preceding goals. a number
of ‘issues need to be addressed. First. in keeping
with the fine granularity of capability access
rights. it would be beneficial to define additional
access rights that deal with network operations.
these might include the capability to copy an
object or the capability itself across the ‘network
interface. Access rights for remote operations
on capabilities or objects might also be defined
this way. Controlling the copying of a capabili-
ty across a network interface has the same implica-
tion aa controlling it between users on a single
syateai.

Second. in some syateas, an object can be
given its own capability list for accessing what-
ever objects are needed in its operations. When
the object is copied from one system to another.
is this capability list also preserved? Although
it my be desirable‘ to define a network copy opera-
tion for capability lists, it does not seem advi-
sable to automatically copy this list and trans-
late it when the object itself is copied. ‘lhis
should be a separate operation, if done at all.

In translating a capability copied from one
system to another. there are a number of condi-
tions to be observed. First, the translated capa-
bility should never be greater than the origi-
nal capability. This would violate the basic
security principles of capability-based architec-
tures. Second. the process receiving the copied
capability should not be able to increase its
access over any other objects by means of the
copy operation. This situation where the copying
of a capability gives the owner greater privilege
must be avoided. Finally. if the two computers
do not define their objects in the some fashion
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(heterogeneous distributed capability system case),
the host receiving the capability must translate
“ W an equivalent or lower object and access
“SW13 Fail‘. or else reject the operation.

4. A Secure Distributed Capability System

4.1 Integrated Design

In this paper we deal with distributed systems
of user terminals, processing hosts. storage ele-
ments, and other resources. 1'he processors and
terminals may be heterogeneous or of a coapatible
family. (hr goal is to consider a design based
on a combination of cryptography and a capability
based control to provide network security.

There is a strong desire in a distributed
systea for the system to be transparent to the
user. Rushby and Randell [7] established that
network transparency is most easily achieved if.

all system components have a common interface.The recursive structuring" principle for the
design of distributed systems states: each compo-
nent of a distributed system should be functionally
equivalent to the entire system of which it is
a part. This does not preclude heterogeneous
aub—eleo.ents. since each system interface must
contain provisions for exception conditions to
be returned when a requested operation cannot
be carried out. The value of the recursive struc-
turing of a system is that. by definition. it
is indefinitely extensible.

To use the capability approach in a diatri-
buted environment, additional capability categories
are needed. These include definitions that pro-
tect the network interface and -that validate spe-
cific network operations:

network interface to a specific node can
be used

network parameters can be modified. examined,or tested

capability can be copied across network

object can be copied across network

object can be used remotely

object can be deleted remotely if user has
delete capability

- capability can be translated (needed by net-
work interface)

network object (for referencing remote ob-
jects) can be created, nanaged. or deleted

- audit trail enable.

The network interface design should follow
the standard seven-layer ISO OSI model. It will
be subject to the same protection that the opera-—
ting system is given on a capability machine,
plus additional protection provided by whatever
capabilities are required to use the interface.
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~ signed levels ,

‘lbs various network protocol layers should be
designed to promote detection of active network
attacks. Data encryption can be built into the
user session layer.

All network operations which require capa-
bility checking ‘for validation are passed by the
network interface to the operating system and/or
firmware. Outgoing network ' transactions are
checked in the normal way by comparing the at-
tempted operation with the capability list of
the agent process. Incoming transactions that
involve the copying of a capability Iron a remote
system will also involve the translation of the
object identification within the capability and
the object encapsulation to a valid object identi-
fication for the destination host. _'I'his translau
tion will also be a firmware function that most
closely resembles object creation.

6.2 I Multilevel Considerations

If a distributed upability system ‘were used
in a'n.I.ltil.ew‘e1 security environment. both network
security oechsnisaxs and the capability architecture
would need to be enhanced to ra:ogniz'e and protect
objects of different classification levels.

Here we review some of the characteristics
of a au.lti1e‘vel secure aysten and then discuss
its relation. to the one proposed. Users are as-

sone resources are assigned naxi~
nun levels and one --oust ~lr.ee'p track of thehigh
watermark (highest level received since c1eensing)_
of the device. Objects have "levels indicated

labels.‘ A process keeps track of the high
wateraark of objects used in a current period.
Users can specify the level of an object created
and a process can specify the level of the objects
it creates (which must dominate. i.e.. be greater
than or equal to, the current high wateraark).
lbere are several other .details that pertain to
specific implementations that will not be dealt
with here. such as the principals that control
the flow of data based on dodxinance rules.

The protection dooain extends across the
network." encompassing its nodes. Capabilities
are used to determine transmission of objects
across nodes.- the same as they are within a node.
The transmission is not allowed if the process
does not possess the capability (e.3., the high
watermark is greater than the security level of
the destination). At the receiving node the pro-
cesses cannot have access to the object without
the appropriate capability.

Encryption for authenticity, key passing,
and secrecy protection is within the encapsulated
portion of the capability protocol, implemented
in f_i.rI1ware. 'Also, detection techniques suchas those discussed earlier — unique transiaission
key. sequence’ numbers. ‘error detection. request
response. and time stamps — are iiupleihented and
initiated at that level.

Encryption is at the user session protocol
(layer 5). so that there is e.nd—to-end encryption
between geographically separate parts of the pro-
tection duhaio. The capability systaa would contou-
nicate the necessary protocol information to the
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transport and other lower layers. providing the
necessary protocol parameters. .

Modifications to the capability hardware
would consist of additional types of capabilities
and additional bits to the object identification
field of the capability. When a user account
is created on a system. the profile of that user
would be given capabilities to read. write. create
and delete objects of specific classification
levels. The capability to perform an operation
at one’ classification level would allow the same
operation to be performed at a lower level. provid-
ed that an indirect data leakage did not result.
The user could also be given the capability to
create objects. which could also be ‘given the
capability to read. write. create and delete sub
-objects of different levels, all of which must
be dominated by the user's own capabilities.

When an object is created. it would be created
at a given classification level. This level could
be economically encoded in the object identifica-
tion field (2 bits provides 4 levels), which wouldalso -;.-.....~. -:.. -—.-

when any data transfer operation is performed
on a given object. the object's classification
level is used to insure that a legal data flow
is occurring.

Additional capabilities would be needed to
permit the changing of an object'aAcle'sa1fication
level. Both the classification checks and capa-
bility tests would be performed by firmware.
The rules governing legal and illegal data move-
ments between levels would also be stored in firm-
were.

5. Evaluation

Just as the user couimunity is slow to accept
some of the most obviously beneficial computing
improvmaents. it is felt that part of the test
in portraying an unfamiliar way of thinking is
to show consistency with present approaches.
Rushby and Randall [7] have described a distri-
buted computing system composed of shell trust-
worthy security mechanis linked together to
provide multilevel security in such a way that
the 9'“-1-1'9 BYE?-CI! appears as single system to
its users. A prototype has been successfully
demonstrated. Key to this system are separate
security processors. operating in parallel with
the general purpose processors, and a software
subsystem "the Newcastle Connection." that links
multiple UNIX systems. and does not require appli-
cations programs or operating system to be changed.

The Department of Defense Trusted Computer
System Evaluation Criteria [8] will serve as a
standard for the accreditation of commercial sys-
tems. at least in the near term. thus it was con-
sidared important to compare this system against
those criteria. We have also considered Saltcer
and Schroede'r's [17] principles of design.

5. 1 Definitions [8]

"Trusted Computing Base - All protection mechanisms
within a computer system (including hardware.
firmware. and software) the combination of which
is responsible for enforcing the security policy."
The cryptographic capabilities network can be
considered a trusted computer base. but has an
unusually large scope in that it encompasses a
network.

“Doumin - The set of objects theta subjecthas
the ability to access." An object is defined
here as a passive entity that contains or receives
information. for which access potentially implies
access to the information it contains. The capa-
bilities system considers domain in the some con-
text. however, it further specifies and controls
resources and enforces the extent _and type ofaccess.

‘ "Dominate — Security level S1 is said to dominate
security level 82 if the hierarchical classifica-,-o a 9;: up nu -

S2 and the non-hierarchical categories of S1 in-
clude those of 82 as a subset." A dominant cape-
bility can be enforced categorizing object id's
into the appropriate classifications. Another

.approach~-‘would be to .define a capabilities base
at each independent level. In either case. the
capabilities system can further restrict usage
to what is required by a task.

"Referee Monitor Concept - An access control
concept that refers to an abstract machine that
mediates all accesses to objects by subjects."
The hardware, firmware, and software elements
of a Trusted Computing Base that implement the
reference monitor concept are referred to as the
security kernel. The capabilities based system
employs and enforces a reference monitor type
of control, independent of special hardware (al-
though special hardware may be required to enhance
performance).

"Star Property - A Bell-LaPadula security model
[18] rule allowing a subject write access to an
object only it the security level of on subject
is dominated by the security level of the object."
This rule can be enforced in a capabilities based
system. but the implementation must place apa-
bilities in control of the system and not the
1189!‘.

5.1.2 Requirements [8]

“Discretionary access control - The trusted compu-
ter base (ICE) shall define and control access
between named users and named objects. The en-
forcement mechanism shall allow users to specify
and control sharing of those objects." Capability
access control involves restricting access to
objects or resources based on the possession of
a ticket that unconditionally authorizes the pos-
sessor (user or process) access to the named object
with specific rights. where objects include both
resources and date. The list is actually inverted
from the normal access control list. but contains
at least the same information. It can be used

-by the operating system to emulate the discre-

ca
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tionsry access model. If the system places the
user "in charge". he can establish his own policy
with respect to the capabilities possessed by
him. In most Dob implementations, however. only
a special user (the security officer) can pass
capabilities to a user that has not previously
possessed them at that level.

"Object Reuse - When a storage object is initially
assigned. allocated. or reallocated to a subject
from the TCB'a pool of unused storage objects.
the TCB shall assure that the object contains
no data for which the subject is not authorized."
This requires cleansing of the resource upon reel-
location. ’

"labels - Sensitivity labels associated with each
ADP system resource that is directly or indirectly
accessible by subjects external to the ‘PCB shall
be maintained by the ‘ICE and shall be used as
the basis for mandatory access control decisions.“
The assignment of capabilities can be based on
the sensitivity of resources. The sensitivity
labels can be built directly into the encapsulation
scheme as a standard part of the object control.
The resources are assigned virtually with the
security manager having ownership of the assignment
table with the right of revocation and reassign-ment.

"Label Integrity - Sensitivity labels shall ac-
curately represent security levels of the specific
subjects or objects with which they are associa-
ted. When exported by the TUB. sensitivity labels-
shall accurately and unambiguously represent the
internal labels and shall be associated with the
information being exported." As stated before,
the sensitivity labels can be inherent to the
definition of the capabilities and become part
of the encapsulation scheme. The capability system
enforces the authorization for exportation.

"Exportation of Label Information — ‘me TCB shall
designate each conmunications channel and I/0
device as either single-level or multilevel, with
changes done manually and any changes suditable.
Uh-en the ‘PCB exports an object to as 1/0 device,
the sensitivity label associated with that object
shall also be exported and, in the case of multi-
level devices. shall reside on the same physical
medium as the exported infotmtion and shall be
in the same form (i.e.. machine readable or human
readable form). When the ‘ICE exports or imports
an object over a multilevel communication channel,
the protocol used on that channel shall provide
for the unambiguous pairing between the sensitivity
labels and the associated information that is
sent or received." This functionality can be
incorporated in the capability system. The capa-
bility system enforces the transfer request, wher¢.~
as a conventional system may not.

"Device _l.sbels - The TCB shall support the assign-
ment of minimum and maximum security levels to
all attached physical devices to enforce the con-
straints imposed by the physical environments
in which the devices are located." This is indi-
rectly accomplished by the assignment of capabili-
ties. This corresponds better with non data pro-
cessing informtion control.

I

"Mandatory Access Control - The TCB shall enforce
a mandatory access control policy over all re-
sources (i.e., subjects. storage objects, and
I/0 devices) that are directly or indirectly acces-
sible by subjects external to the TCB.“ External
subjects become internally controlled by the caps-
bilities list when they are given the capability
of access, otherwise they possess none.

"Identification and Authentication - The ‘ICE shall

require users to identify themselves to it before
beginning to perform any other actions that the
‘MB is" expected to mediate. Furthermore, the
1115 shall maintain authentication data that in-
cludes information for verifying the identity
of individual users as well as maximum security
levels to all attached physical devices." The
identification out be part of the issuing of
capabilities. The association with devices is
more restrictive than simple security levels.

"Trusted Path - The ‘PCB shall support a trusted
conications path between itself and users for
use when a positive ‘ICB-to-user connection is
required. Communications via . this trusted Path
shall be activated exclusively by the user 0!’
the ‘ICE and shall be logically isolated ‘and unmis-
takably distinguishable from other paths.“ Since
user consoles are resources, and because of the
cryptographic requirements of this aystw. this
requirement is rigidly enforced.

"Audit - The ‘ICE shall be able to create, maintain.
and protect from modification or unauthorized
access or destruction an audit trail of access
to the object it protects." The audit trail will
be a capability assigned solely to the security
control function.

5.2 Principles of Design

Seltzer and Schroeder [17] identified several
design principles for protection mechanisms.
Following is an evaluation of this approach againstthose criteria:

Least privilege - The capability system enforces
this principle to a greater extent than existing
inplanentstioos.

Fconomy of mechanism - This architecture supports
security control to a far greater degree than
general architectures and therefore should be
verifiable. In general. hardware is simpler to
verify than software or softwarelhardvsre mecha-nism.

Complete mediation - This requirement is a basic
design principle.

Open Design - The design is completely open and
does not depend on any secret parts.

Separation of privilege - Satisfaction of this
requirement is moot. although the implementation
depends on the technique for allocation of capa-
bilities and identification vhen logging on the
system. The implementation of labels and a consis-
tency checlz against user identification should
satisfy this requirement.
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Least common mechanism - The mechanism is protected
and each user has a separate virtual capability.
The concept of distributed control in physically
distributed elements tends to support this princi-
ple. but certainly not to its ultimate intent.

Psychological acceptability - he mechanism cannot
be bypassed and is transparent to the user.

5.3 Advantages and Disadvantages

A capability approach to distributed system
security offers strong object protection in both
local and distributed contexts. This strength
derives from firmware support of access rights
at the machine addressing level. Inaddition.
the design offers greater granularity of access
rights than is found in a conventional operating
cyst.

A distributed capability system is not without
its complications. One potential problem is the
vulnerability of capabilities as they are transmit~
ted across the network. This is analogous to
the problem of password transmission across a
network in a conventional system. Both can be
solved by encryption.

Another possible problem is the translation of
capabilities in an environment of heterogeneous
capability machines. Because object categories
may vary from machine to mchine. the difficulty
is in preserving the meaning of the capability
when it is translated. From a security standpoint.
security is not compromised if the original capabi-
lity dominates the translated capability.

A more difficult situation is the linking of a
conventional computer to a network of capability
systems. Since conventional operating systems
do not support the same granularity of protection,
meaningful sharing and strong security will proba-
bly not be compatible goals. The conventional
computer will be the Achille's heel of the distri-
hlltfli CBP&bll1ty network if remote object refer-ences are uncontrolled.

A final issue is the translation of the capability
list for an object that is being copied from one
system to another. For efficiency reasons. we
have considered it advantageous for the copy opera-
tion to copy only the object and the capability
for its use, and ignore the capability lists be-
longing to the object and any of its creations.

6. Summary

The meshing of capability characteristics
and a cryptographically supported network is natur- -
al. Cryptography will support network communica-
tions and detection functions using public key
systems or trusted interface modules to provide
satisfaction of security protection from the out-
side world, as well as authentication functions.
The capability based resource control provides
a simpler environment than that dealt with by
a discretionary kernelized system. There is a
natural checking mechanism for determination of

401

system misuse and simpler recovery in the event
of a malicious internal attack. The system can
be changed as the security policy changes without
hardvarelsoftware modification.

A capability approach can provide a distribu-
ted system where data originators or some central
authority determine the data. program, and sharing
policy. The distributed capability system de-
scribed here solves the problem of preserving
access rights across system bomdaries. since
an object can not be referenced or copied across
the network interface without processing the caps-
bility for a specific operation. In comparison
to a conventional operating system, a capability
based design offers greater protection and more
granularity.

With proper implementation. the system also
appears to be capable of supporting the Do!) trusted
system requirements under the unique Do!) security
policy inplenentation. Further, a properly archi-
tected capability machine and network interface
could provide a secure multilevel distributed
system. The Do!) security requirements could be
met by a design including the following provisions:
- Star property should be enforced by the system

through assignment of high water nark levels
to capabilities. objects. and resources.

Sensitivity labels need to be integrated
into the capabilities protection mechanism.
and then be supported accordingly.

User identification and authentication must
be pan of the capability issue and usagemechanism

End-to~_end encryption needs to be integrated
and network protocol interfaces need to be
developed
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Description '

SYSTEM FOFl PERMITTING ACCESS TO DATA FIELD AREA IN IC CARD FOR MULTIPLE SEFMCES

BACKGROUND OF THE lNVEN1'|0N

1. Field of the invention

The present invention relates to a system for
permitting access to a data field area in an integrated
circuit card (IC card) for multiple services.

2. Description of the Related Art
in general. in the use of an rc card for multiple

services. a card issuer. a service supplier. . a card
acceptor. and acard holder are involved. An IC card
has a plurality of datafields tor the multiple services.
and for each of the data fields. the access right.
access qualification. of card issuer. service suppfrer.
card acceptor, and card holder should be predeter-
mined. Namely. although a person has access right
to a predetermined data field at an rc card, tlat
person should not be authorized to have accessto a
data field of the lC card other than the predeter-
mined data field.

ltis desired thataccess is permitted onlywtthin
the limit of the access right to a predetermined data
field of a card holder. and access outside such
limitation is not permitted. so that the data fields
cannot be used in an unauthorized manner.

in the prior art. only a personal identification
number (PIN) and an authentication code (AC code)
for the whole of an IC card are provided for an IC
card for multiple services. and therefore. once a
coincidentresultlsobtalnedastheresullofan

authentication of the personal identification number
and the authentication code. access to all data fields
In the IC r:ard becomes possible.

As a result, it is possmle for a person, for example.
acardacceptor.wholsnotauthorizedtohave
access to the data field in question. will be able to
obtain access to the data field in question. This
constitute an unfair use of the lC card and a violation

of the principle of secrecy of the IC card. Therefore.
these problems otthe prior art must be solved.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide
an improved system for pennitting access to a data
field area in an lc card for multiple services.

In accordance with the present invention. there is
provided a system for pennitting access to a data
field area in an IC card for multiple services using an
individual card holder identification number for each
of a plurality of datafields or for each group of data
fields. the system comprising: a plurality of data
fields In the re card; a sequence at a data field
selection portion. a personal identification number
authentication portion. an authentication code val‘r-
datlon portion, and an access right selection portion.
lnput portions ior inputting data field identification
infomration, a personal identification number. ac-
cess quallficalion infonnation. and an authentication
code;adatafieldaccessportionendanaccess
request portion; and storage portions for sorting

15

information for data field control An ar.rthentication
between the information stored in the storage

portions and the information input through the input
portions is carried out

Based on the cumulative result of a selection of a
data field. a authentication of the personal identifica-
tion nurnber. a validation of the authentication code.
andaselectionoithemessrightaccesstoadata
field area to which access is requested is pennitted
within the limit of the selected access right.

BRlEF DEscFilF’l10N OF THE DRAWINGS
In the drawings. '

I-‘rg.1 isaperspectivevlewofanlccardto
which the system according to the present
invention isapplied;

Fig. 2 shows atundamental combination of an
lccard andaterminal apparatus;

Frg.3showsaprlorartsysternforaccessto a
chain field area in an IC card for multiple
services;

Fig.4lsascheniaticdiagr-amotasystemfor
penrritting access to a data field area in an rc
card for multiple services according to an
embodiment otihe present invention;

Fig. 5 shows an example of combinations of
the authentication code and the mess right:
and

Flg.6|setlowchartoftheoperatlonofthe
system of Fig. 4. ‘

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

Before describing a preferred embodiment of the
present invention. an IC card to which the system
according to the present invention is applied. a
fundamental combination of an IC card and a

terminalapparatus. andapriorartsystem for access‘
to a datefield area in an IC card for multiple services
will be explained with reference to Frgs. 1. 2. and 3.

Asshownlnl-‘rg.1.anlCcardhascorrtacls
adapted for electrical connection with external
apparatuses. an integrated circuit module beneath
the arm containing the contact electrodes. and an
area to be embossed. As shown in Fig. 2. the circuit

_ of the lc card includes the contacts. a central
processing unit (CPU). a read only memory (ROM)
for storing a control program. and an electrically
erasable and programmable read only memory
(EEPROM) or an erasable and programmable read
only memory (EPROM) for storing data fields. Input
lrrfonnation. and control information. The circuit of
the IC card can communicate with the program
portion in the tenninal apparatus.

As shown In Fig.3. in the prior art. the authentica-
tion between the input personal identilication num-
ber 101 and the stored personal identification
number 301 is canied out in the personal identifica-
tion number authentication portion 201. Based on
the coincident result of this authentication. the
validation between the input authentication code 102

Petitioner Apple Inc. — Exhibit 1006, p. 6302
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and the stored authentication 302 is carried out in

the authentication code validation portion 202. and
based on the result of this validation. the decision
obtained from the stored information 303. 304. and
305 for data field. identification No. 2, and No. 3
corresponding to the data fields No. 1. No. 2 and
No. 3 is carried out in the data field decision portion
203 with respect to the input data field identification
information 103.

Once one of the data fields No. 1, No. 2. and No. 3
is chosen according to the decision of one of the
data field identification No. 1. No. 2..and No. 3.
access through the access request portion 104 is
permitted to the chosen data field.

A system for pennitting access to a data field area
in an lC card for multiple services according to an
ernbcdirnem of the present invention is shown in
i-"rg. 4. The system of Fig. 4 includes a data field input
portion 11. a personal identification number input
portion 12. an access qualification input portion 13,
an authentication code input portion 14. an access
request portion 2, a data field selection portion 31, a
personal identification number authentication por-
tion 32. an authentication code validation portion 33.
anaccess rlghtselectionportion 34.andadatafield
access portion 4.

The system of Fig. 4 also includes a data field
(No. 1) 61. a data field (No. 2) 62; a data field (No. 3)
63. a memory for data field control (No. 1) 51. a
memory for data field conhul. (No. 2) 52. and a
memory for data field control (No. 3) 58. Tire
memories 51. 52. and 53 corresponding to the data
fields No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3. respectively.

For example, inforrnafion tor the data field identifi-
cation No. 1. personal identification number (No. 1).
authentication code Nos. 11. 12, 13 ... 1n. and
infonnation forthe access rightNos. 11.12.13 _.1n
are stored in the memory 51. The authentication
code No. 11 and the information for the access right
No. 11 comprises an access qualification No. 1. the
authentication code No. 12. and the information for
the access right No. 12 comprises an access
qualification No. 2.‘and so on. ‘the authentication
code No. in and the information for the access right
No. in comprises an access qualification No. n.

Here, the infomtation for the access right can-
cems which one of the processes of reading,
writing. deleting. and re-writing should be permitted.

in the data field selection portion 31. a comparison
between the input datafield identification 11 and the
data field identification stored in the memories 51.
52.and53lscarrIedout.sotha1oneotthedatafield

Nos. 1. 2. and 3 is selected according to the
coincident result of that comparison.

in the personal identification authentication por-
tion 32. after the above-mentioned selection at the
data field. the authentication between the input
personal identification number and the personal
identification number stored in the memory corre-
sponding to the selected data field is carried out so
that it can be confirmed whether or not the person
inputting the personal identification number is the
person authorized to use the data field in question

In the authentication code vafldation portion 33.
after an arfirnratlve confinnation or the personal
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identification, a validation conceming the input
authentication code and the authentimtlon code

stored in the memory corresponding to the selected
data field and the input access qualification is carried
out so that it can be confirmed whether or not the
access executor has the proper authentication
code.

In the access right selection portion 34. after an
affimtative confimration of the authentication code,
an extraction of the access right infomration stored
in the memory corresponding to the selected data
field and Input access quefrfication information is
carried out so that the access right perrnltted to the
access executor is selected.

lnthedatafieldwcessportion4.atterlhe'
selection of the access right. the access to the
selected data field is carried out corresponding to
the permitted access right in response _to‘th_e Input
2

An example ofthe combinations of the authentica-
tioncodesandtheaccessrightslsshowninFlg.5.

The operation at the system of Hg. 4 will be
described bclowwlthraierencetothefiowchartof
Frg. 6.

Uponinputofaneccessstartrequest. adatafield
identification. a personal identification number, ac-
cess qualification information, and an authentication
code. the data field identifications stored in the
memory are searched and the datafleld correspond-
ing to the input data field identification is selected

, (step 81). when there is no corresponding datafield.
the process proceeds to the error indication.

When the data field in question is selected. the
process proceeds to step S2, where the personal
selected date field is autherrticated with regard to
the input personal identification number. when the
stored personal identification number does not
coincide with the input personal Identification num-
ber. the process proceedsto the error lndcation.

when the stored personal identification number
coincides with the input personal Identification
number, the process proceeds to step S4where the
authentication code‘ corresponcfing to the input
access qualification lnfomtation is derived, and the
validation concerning the derived authentication
code and the input authentication code is carried
out. When the derived authentication code does not

coincide with the input authentication code. the
process proceeds to the error indication.

When the derived authentication code coincides
with the input authentication code, the process
proceeds to step S6, where the access right
conesponding to the input access qualification
infonnation is derived from the memory for data field
control and the decision for access right is made.

‘ihen.instep 87. the requestforaccess tcdataln
the selected data field is executed within the range
or the above-described access right.

claims

1. A system for permitting access to a data
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field area In an IC card for multiple services
using an individual card holder identification
number for each of a plurality of data fields or

for each groups of data fields. said system
comprising: .
a pluraiityof data fields in the IC card;
a sequence ct data field selection means. a
personal identification number authentication
means. an authentication code validation
means. and an access right selection means;
an input means for inputting datafield identifica-
tion information. a personal identification num-
ber. access qualification intonnation. and an
authentication code;
a data field access means and access request
means;and
storage means for storing intonnation for data
field control; .
comparisons between the lntonnation stored in
said storage means and the information input
through said input means being carried out. for
euthenticationnralidation, and selection; and
based on the cumulative result of a selection of
a data field. an authentication of a personal
-identification number. a validation at an authen-
tication code, and a selection of an access
right. access to a data field area to which
access is requested is permitted within a limit of
the selected access right.

2. A system according to claim 1 wherein
each memory for data field control stores data
field identification information. a personal ident-
ification number. a plurality of authentication
codes. and a plurality of access rights intomia-

3. A system acwrding to claim 1. wherein the
access qualification information input» by said
input means is an lnfonnation for selecting an
authentication code and an access right.

4.Asystemaccordingtoclalm1.wherelnthe
access right infcmzation stored in the memories
for data field control selected by the access
qualification information is represented by one
of the processes of reading, writing. deleting.
and re-writing.

5. A system according to claim 1. wherein
said personal identification number authentica-
tion means is operated based on signals from
the data field selection means. the personal
identification number input means. and the
memories for data field control.

6. A system according to claim 1, wherein
said authentication code validation means is

operated based on signals from the personal
identification number authentication means. the
amess qualification input means. the authenti-
cation code input means. and the memories for
datafieid control.

7. A system according to claim 1. wherein
said access right selection means is "operated
based on signals from the authentication code
validation means. the access qualification input
means, and the memories for data field control.
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Abstract of JP3063717

PURPOSE:To decrease the operation burden
by determining one from in processings
defined in common among all objects
corresponding to a selected icon, and
repeating this processing to all the objects

_ corresponding to the selected icon.
CONSTiTUTlON:The subject system is
provided with an icon selecting means 11, a

processing selecting means 12, and a .
repetition processing means 13, plural icons .
corresponding to an arbitrary object being a
processing object are selected, and also, one
is determined from in processings defined in

common among all objects corresponding to
the selected icon, and the determined

processing is repeated to all the processing
request to a computer from a user, especially,
at the time of requesting the same processing
to plural processing objects, a monotonous
repeating operation is replaced with a batch
operation, "and the operation burden of the
user can be reduced. «-
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Attorney Docket No. 1 1 1325—235000

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

BEFORE THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS & INTERFERENCES

Confirmation No.2 8299

Group Art Unit: 3621

In re Patent Application of: )

Mai NGUYEN, et al. )

Serial No. 10/956,070 ) Examiner: Evens J. Augustin

Filed: October 4, 2004 )

For: SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR )

RIGHTS OFFERING AND GRANTING )

)USING SHARED STATE VARIABLES

Date: August 13, 2008

United States Patent and Trademark Office

Mail Stop Appeal Brief — Patents
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

APPEAL BRIEF

Sir:

In accordance with the provisions of 35 U.S.C. § 134 and 37 C.F.R. § 41.37, Appellants

submit the following Appeal Brief in support of the appeal proceedings instituted by the Notice

of Appeal filed March 13, 2008, in response to the non—final Office Action mailed December 13,

2007 in connection with the above—captioned patent application.

1. REAL PARTY IN INTEREST

ContentGuard Holdings, Inc. is the real party in interest.

II. RELATED APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

There are presently no appeals or interferences known to the Appellants, the Appellants’

representative, or the assignee, which will directly affect, or be directly affected by, or have a

bearing on the Board’s decision in the pending appeal.
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III. STATUS OF CLAIMS

Claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57 are currently pending in the

application. Claims 1, 9, 11-13, 21, 23-24, 26, 34, 36-39, and 46-48 have been canceled. This

Appeal is taken from the rejection of claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57,

as submitted in the Appendix herewith.

IV. STATUS OF AMENDMENTS

No amendments have been entered to the claims subsequent to the non-final Office

Action mailed on December 13, 2007.

V. SUMMARY OF CLAIMED SUBJECT MATTER

The present invention generally relates to offering and granting of rights and more

particularly to a method, system and device for offering and granting of rights using shared state

variables.

Independent claim 40 of the present application recites a method for sharing rights

adapted to be associated with an item, the method comprising specifying in a first license at least

one usage right and at least one meta-right for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta-

right include at least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices (See U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. 20050137984, Figs. 15-16, and paras. [0010], [0028], [0029],

[0098], [0099], etc.); defining, via the at least one usage right, a manner of use selected from a

plurality of permitted manners of use for the item (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

20050137984, paras. [0010], [0042], etc.); defining, via the at least one meta-right, a manner of

rights derivation selected from a plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation for the item,

wherein said at least one meta-right allows said one or more users or devices to transfer rights or

to derive new rights (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, paras. [0041],

[0088], etc.); associating at least one state variable with the at least one right in the first license,

wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location where a state of rights is tracked (See

U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, paras. [0093], [0096], [0101], etc.);

generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta-right in the first license,

11104878.]
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wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right that is shared

among one or more users or devices (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984,

Figs. 15-16, and paras. [0010], [0028], [0029], [0098], [0099], etc.); and associating at least one

state variable with the at least one right that is shared in the second license, wherein the at least

one state variable that is associated with the second license is based on the at least one state

variable that is associated with the first license. (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

20050137984, paras. [0093], [0096], [0101], etc.).

Independent claim 41 recites a system for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an

item, the system comprising a means for specifying in a first license at least one usage right and

at least one meta-right for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta-right include at least

one right that is shared among one or more users or devices (See U.S. Patent Application

Publication No. 20050137984, Figs. 15-16, and paras. [0010], [0028], [0029], [0098], [0099],

etc.); means for defining, via the at least one usage right, a manner of use selected from a

plurality of permitted manners of use for the item (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

20050137984, paras. [0010], [0042], etc.); means for defining, via the at least one meta-right, a

manner of rights derivation selected from a plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation

for the item, wherein said at least one meta-right allows said one or more users or devices to

transfer rights or to derive new rights (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

20050137984, paras. [0041], [0088], etc.); means for associating at least one state variable with

the at least one right in the first license, wherein the at least one state variable identifies a

location where a state of rights is tracked (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No.

20050137984, paras. [0093], [0096], [0101], etc.); means for generating in a second license one

or more rights based on the meta-right in the first license, wherein the one or more rights in the

second license includes at least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices (See

U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, Figs. 15-16, and paras. [0010], [0028],

[0029], [0098], [0099], etc.); and means for associating at least one state variable with the at least

one right that is shared in the second license, wherein the at least one state variable that is

associated with the second license is based on the at least one state variable that is associated

with the first license. (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, paras. [0093],

[0096], [0101], etc.).

11104878.]
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Independent claim 42 recites a device for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an

item, the device comprising means for receiving a first license specifying at least one usage right

and at least one meta—right for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at

least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices, the least one usage right

defines a manner of use selected from a plurality of permitted manners of use for the item, the at

least one meta—right defines a manner of rights derivation selected from a plurality of permitted

manners of rights derivation for the item, said at least one meta—right allows said one or more

users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights, at least one state variable is associated

with the at least one right in the first license and identifies a location where a state of rights is

tracked (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, Figs. 15-16, and paras.

[0010], [0028], [0029], [004l], [0042], [0088], [0093], [0096], [0098], [0099], [0l0l], etc.),

etc.); and means for generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in

the first license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right

that is shared among one or more users or devices, at least one state variable is associated with

the at least one right that is shared in the second license, and the at least one state variable that is

associated with the second license is based on the at least one state variable that is associated

with the first license. (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, Figs. 15-16,

and paras. [0010], [0028], [0029], [0098], [0099], etc.).

VI. GROUNDS OF RE,!ECTION TO BE REVIEWED ON APPEAL

The ground of rejection to be reviewed on appeal is the rejection of claims 2-10, 14-22,

25, 27-35, and 40-54 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent

No. 6,226,618 to Downs et al. (Downs).

However, in view of the prior cancellation of claims 9, 21, 34, and 46-48 (Amendment

After Final, filed July 17, 2006), and in view of the prior addition of dependent claims 55-57

(Amendment, filed February 28, 2007), claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-

57 are the remaining pending claims in this application. As such, Appellants assume that this

rejection was intended to apply to each of pending claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-

11104878.]
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45, and 49-57, although no accurate indication has been received from the Examiner in this

regard.

Thus, for the purposes of the Appeal, Appellants assume claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25,

27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being anticipated by

Downs.

VII. ARGUMENTS

Claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57 stand rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(b) as being anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 6,226,618 to Downs et al. In order to be

anticipated under 35 U.S.C. § 102, each and every element set forth in a claim must be found,

either expressly or inherently described, in a single prior art reference. M.P.E.P. § 2131.

A. Downs fails to disclose or suggest each and every feature recited in claims 2-8, 10,

14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57.

Downs fails to disclose or suggest each and every feature recited in claims 2-8, 10, 14-20,

22, 25 , 27-33, 35, 40-45 , and 49-57, and therefore fails to anticipate these claims. For example,

independent claim 40 recites a method for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an item,

the method comprising specifying in a first license at least one usage right and at least one meta-

rightfor the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at least one right that is

shared among one or more users or devices, defining, via the at least one usage right, a manner

of use selected from a plurality of permitted manners of use for the item, defining, via the at least

one meta—right, a manner of rights derivation selected from a plurality of permitted manners of

rights derivation for the item, wherein the at least one meta—right allows the one or more users or

devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights, associating at least one state variable with the

at least one right in the first license, wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location

where a state of rights is tracked, generating in a second license one or more rights based on the

meta—right in the first license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at

least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices, and associating at least one

state variable with the at least one right that is shared in the second license, wherein the at least

11104878.]
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one state variable that is associated with the second license is based on the at least one state

variable that is associated with thefirst license.

In addition, independent claim 41 recites a system for sharing rights adapted to be

associated with an item, the system comprising means for specifying in afirst license at least one

usage right and at least one meta—right_for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right

include at least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices, means for defining,

via the at least one usage right, a manner of use selected from a plurality of permitted manners of

use for the item, means for defining, via the at least one meta—right, a manner of rights derivation

selected from a plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation for the item, wherein the at

least one meta—right allows the one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new

rights, means for associating at least one state variable with the at least one right in the first

license, wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location where a state of rights is

tracked, means for generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in

the first license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right

that is shared among one or more users or devices, and means for associating at least one state

variable with the at least one right that is shared in the second license, wherein the at least one

state variable that is associated with the second license is based on the at least one state variable

that is associated with the first license.

Furthermore, independent claim 42 recites a device for sharing rights adapted to be

associated with an item, the device comprising means for receiving afirst license specifying at

least one usage right and at least one meta—rightfor the item, wherein the usage right and the

meta—right include at least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices, the least

one usage right defines a manner of use selected from a plurality of permitted manners of use for

the item, the at least one meta—right defines a manner of rights derivation selected from a

plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation for the item, the at least one meta—right allows

the one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights, at least one state

variable is associated with the at least one right in thefirst license and identifies a location

where a state of rights is tracked, and means for generating in a second license one or more

rights based on the meta—right in thefirst license, wherein the one or more rights in the second

11104878.]
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license includes at least one right that is shared among one or more users or devices, at least one

state variable is associated with the at least one right that is shared in the second license, and

the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license is based on the at least

one state variable that is associated with the first license.

Thus, the invention recited in independent claims 40, 41 and 42 includes at least the

novel features of specifying in a first license at least one usage right and at least one meta—right

for an item, the at least one meta—right allows one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to

derive new rights, associating at least one state variable with the at least one right in the first

license, wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location where a state of rights is

tracked, generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in the first

license, and associating at least one state variable with at least one right that is shared in the

second license, wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license is

based on the at least one state variable that is associated with the first license.

In contrast, Downs is directed to a method and apparatus of securely providing data to a

user’s system, wherein the data is encrypted so as to only be decryptable by a data decrypting

key, the data decrypting key being encrypted using a first public key, and the encrypted data

being accessible to the user’s system. The method includes transferring the encrypted data

decrypting key to a clearing house that possesses a first private key, which corresponds to the

first public key; decrypting the data decrypting key using the first private key; re—encrypting the

data decrypting key using a second public key; transferring the re-encrypted data decrypting key

to the user's system, the user's system possessing a second private key, which corresponds to the

second public key; and decrypting the re-encrypted data decrypting key using the second private

key.

Downs fails to disclose, teach or suggest at least the noted features recited in independent

claims 40, 41, and 42.

11104878.]
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1. Downs fails to disclose “meta-rights” as recited in the claims

Contrary to the Examiner’s assertions, Downs fails to disclose meta-rights, as recited in

the claims. Meta-rights are defined in the present patent application, as rights to “permit

granting of rights to others or the derivation of rights.” (See U.S. Patent Application Publication

No. 20050137984, para. [0041]).

[0041] Rights can specify transfer rights, such as distribution rights, and

can permit granting of rights to others or the derivation of rights. Such

rights are referred to as “meta-rights”. Meta-rights are the rights that one has

to [generate], manipulate, modify, [dispose of] or otherwise derive other

meta-rights or usage rights. Meta-rights can be thought of as usage rights to

usage rights [or other meta-rights]. Meta-rights can include rights to offer,

grant, obtain, transfer, delegate, track, surrender, exchange, and revoke usage

rights to/from others. Meta-rights can include the rights to modify any of the

conditions associated with other rights. For example, a meta-right may be the

right to extend or reduce the scope of a particular right. A meta-right may also

be the right to extend or reduce the validation period of a right.

As succinctly stated and defined in the present patent application, usage rights permit

actions on an item, such as music, video, digital content, and the like. Such actions can include

play, read, view, other uses, and the like, of the item. On the other hand, meta-rights permit

actions on rights, such as usage rights and meta-rights. Such actions can include generate,

modify, transfer, and the like, of rights.

By contrast, the system of Downs does not disclose meta-rights, but instead merely

discloses that content stores can alter usage conditions. For example, and as identified by the

Examiner, Downs discloses, at Col. 21, lines 30-42:

The Content Usage Control Layer 505 permits the specification and enforcement
of the conditions or restrictions imposed on the use of Content 113 use at the

End-User Device(s) 109. The conditions may specify the number of plays

allowed for the Content 113, whether or not a secondary copy of the Content

113 is allowed, the number of secondary copies, and whether or not the Content

113 may be copied to an external portable device. The Content Provider(s) 101

sets the allowable Usage Conditions 517 and transmits them to the Electronic

Digital Content Store(s) 103 in a SC (see the License Control Layer 501
section). The Electronic Digital Content Store(s) 103 can add to or narrow the

Usage Conditions 517 as long as it doesn't invalidate the original conditions set

by the Content Provider(s) 10]. The Electronic Digital Content Store(s) 103

then transmits all Store Usage Conditions 519 (in a SC) to the End-User
Device(s) 109 and the Clearinghouse(s) 105. The Clearinghouse(s) 105 perform

11104878.]
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Usage Conditions Validation 521 before authorizing the Content 113 release to
an End-User Device(s) 109.

Thus, contrary to the Examiner’s assertions, Downs does not disclose the concept of

meta-rights as it is recited in the claims and used in this invention. Instead, this portion of

Downs merely provides that a content store has the ability to add to or narrow usage conditions,

but requires that the usage conditions do not invalidate the original conditions set by the Content

Provider.

This is clearly distinguishable from meta-rights, as is recited in the claims. Specifically,

Downs fails to disclose or suggest a license that includes “at least one usage right and at least one

meta—right for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at least one right that

is shared among one or more users or devices,” “defining, via the at least one usage right, a

manner of use selected from a plurality of permitted manners of use for the item,” and “defining,

via the at least one meta—right, a manner of rights derivation selected from a plurality of

permitted manners of rights derivation for the item, wherein said at least one meta—right allows

said one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights,” as is recited in claim

40, for example.

Accordingly, Appellants again respectfully submit that, while Downs suggests that a

store can add to or narrow usage conditions with restrictions, Downs completely fails to disclose

or suggest the concept of meta-rights as set forth in the specification and recited in the claims.

Accordingly, Downs is silent with respect to the novel meta-rights feature of the invention

recited in independent claims 40, 41 and 42.

Moreover, contrary to the Examiner’s assertion on page 4 of the Office Action that

Downs discloses meta-rights by simply defining “onto what kinds of media the content can be

transferred to” (citing Downs, col. 59, lines 52-54), Downs completely fails to disclose, teach or

suggest meta-rights, which allow one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new

rights, as recited in independent claims 40, 41 and 42.
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2. Downs fails to disclose the use of “state variable(s)” with “meta-rights”

The combination of state variables together with meta-rights further patentably

distinguishes the invention recited in independent claims 40, 41 and 42 over Downs. For

example, the combination of state variables and meta-rights, advantageously, enables the sharing

of rights, wherein one shared right can be derived from another shared right in accordance with a

meta—right. In addition, a state variable referring to a location on the device can be used to infer

that the right is exclusive to the device, whereas a state variable referring to a location on a

server can be used to infer that the right is shared among multiple devices; wherein each device

that exercises the right will cause the state variable on the server to be updated.

The following two examples illustrate the use of state variables together with meta-rights

in more detail (See U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 20050137984, paras. [0095] and

[0099]):

[0095] FIG. 14 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in deriving

inherited usage rights, according to the present invention. In FIG. 14, a derived

right can inherit a state variable from meta-rights. For example, a personal

computer (PC) of a user, Alice, can be configured to play an e-book according to

a license 1403. A personal data assistant (PDA) of Alice also can obtain a right

to play the e-book according to offer 1401, if the PC and PDA share the same

state variables 1404 and 1405, e.g., “AlicePlayEbook.” A derived right 1402

allows Alice also to play the e-book on her PDA as long as the PDA and the PC
share a same count limit 1406 of 5 times.

[0099] FIG. 16 is used to illustrate employing of a state variable in deriving

rights that are shared among a dynamic set of rights recipients, according to the

present invention. In FIG. 16, an offer 1601 specifies that a distributor can issue

site licenses to affiliated clubs, allowing 5 members of each club to concurrently

view, play, and the like, content, such as an e-book. A corresponding state

variable 1607 associated with such a right can be unspecified in the offer 1601.

When corresponding rights 1602 and 1603 are issued to affiliated clubs, the

corresponding club identities are used to specify state variables 1608 and 1609

in the issued rights. The offers 1602 and 1603 are meta-rights derived from the

offer 1601, with offer being assigned the distinct state variables 1608 and 1609.

Further rights 1604-1606 can be derived from the offers 1602 and 1603 to be
shared among members of each respective club. The licenses 1604 and 1605 are

examples of rights derived from the offer 1602, and which inherit the state

variable 1608, e.g., “urn:acme:club,” whereas the license 1606 inherits the state

variable 1609, e.g., “urn:foo:club.”

Thus, contrary to the Examiner’s assertions, a state variable is not simply “the number of

copies” or “rental terms.” Instead, a state variable references, for example, a counter or variable
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where “the number of copies” or “rental terms” is maintained, and wherein such a counter or

variable can be located on a local device or a remote server. The ability to choose the location of

a state keeper instead of a specific number, advantageously, provides a mechanism for the rights

owner to control rights sharing.

3. The invention recited in claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57

offer distinct advantages over systems such as Downs

The invention recognizes and solves the following problems:

[0009] However, there are limitations associated with the above-mentioned

paradigms wherein only usage rights and conditions associated with content are

specified by content owners or other grantors of rights. Once purchased by an

end user, a consumer, or a distributor, of content along with its associated usage

rights and conditions has no means to be legally passed on to a next recipient in

a distribution chain. Further the associated usage rights have no provision for
specifying rights to derive other rights, i.e. Rights to modify, transfer, offer,

grant, obtain, delegate, track, surrender, exchange, transport, exercise, revoke, or
the like. Common content distribution models often include a multi-tier

distribution and usage chain. Known DRM systems do not facilitate the ability

to prescribe rights and conditions for all participants along a content distribution

and usage chain. Therefore, it is difficult for a content owner to commercially

exploit content unless the owner has a relationship with each party in the
distribution chain.

In addition, the invention provides the following advantages:

[0090] There are multiple ways to specify the scope of state variables, each of
which can affect whether the derivative state variables can be shared, how the

derivative state variables can be shared, and the like. For example, a state

variable can be local, and solely confined to a recipient or can be global, and

shared by a predetermined group of recipients. A global state variable can be

shared by a group of recipients not determined when derived rights are issued,

but to be specified later, perhaps based on certain rules defined in the license or
based on other means. A global state variable can be shared between one or

more rights suppliers, predetermined recipients, un-specified recipients, and the

like. Advantageously, depending on the sharing employed with a given a

business model and the rights granted in the meta-rights, state variables can be

created at different stages of the value chain.

B. Downs fails to anticipate claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57

under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)

For at least the above reasons set forth above, Downs fails to disclose or suggest each and

every feature recited in independent claims 40-42, and therefore fails to anticipate these claims
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under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Accordingly, the rejection of these claims under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b)

in view of Downs should be reversed.

Dependent claims 2-10, 14-22, 25, 27-33, 35, 43-45, and 49-57 are also allowable over

Downs for at least the reasons set forth above, and also on their own merits.

VIII. CONCLUSION

For at least the above reasons, pending claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22, 25, 27-33, 35, 40-45,

and 49-57 define patentable subject matter under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b). Accordingly, Appellants

respectfully request that this Honorable Board reverse the rejections of claims 2-8, 10, 14-20, 22,

25, 27-33, 35, 40-45, and 49-57 under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) in view of Downs.

Except for issue fees payable under 37 C.F.R. § 1.18, the Commissioner is hereby

authorized by this paper to charge any additional fees during the entire pendency of this

application including fees due under 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.16 and 1.17 which may be required,

including any required extension of time fees, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No.

19-2380. This paragraph is intended to be a CONSTRUCTIVE PETITION FOR

EXTENSION OF TIME in accordance with 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a)(3).

Respectfully submitted,

NIXON PEABODY, LLP

Date: August 13, 2008 /Stephen M. Hertzler, Reg. No. 58,247/

Stephen M. Hertzler

Registration No. 58,247
Customer Number: 22204

NIXON PEABODY LLP

401 9"‘ Street, N.W., Suite 900

Washington, DC 20004

(202) 585-8000 — Telephone

(202) 585-8080 - FAX
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IX. CLAIMS APPENDIX

1. (Cancelled)

2. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

3. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license shares a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation with other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

4. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

5. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license is updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state variable.

6. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license represents a collection of states.

7. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, further comprising:

generating in a third license one or more rights from at least one of the usage right and the

meta-right in the second license,

wherein the one or more rights in the third license includes at least one right that is shared

among one or more users or devices;

associating at least one state variable with the at least one right that is shared in the third

license,
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wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the third license is based on

the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license.

8. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, further comprising a plurality of state

variables that determine the state of the at least one right that is shared in the first or the second

license.

9. (Cancelled)

10. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the state variable in the

second license is transferred from the at least one right in the first license and is associated with

the right that is shared in the second license.

11-13. (Cancelled)

14. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta-rights.

15. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license shares a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation with other

generated usage rights and meta-rights.

16. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta-rights.

17. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license is updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state variable.
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18. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license represents a collection of states.

19. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, further comprising:

means for generating in a third license one or more rights from at least one of the usage

right and the meta—right in the second license,

wherein the one or more rights in the third license includes at least one right that is shared

among one or more users or devices;

means for associating at least one state variable with the at least one right that is shared in

the third license,

wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the third license is based on

the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license.

20. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, including a plurality of state variables

that determine the state of the at least one right that is shared in the first or the second license.

21. (Cancelled)

22. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the state variable in the

second license is transferred from the at least one right in the first license and is associated with

the right that is shared in the second license.

23-24. (Cancelled)

25. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the system is implemented

with one or more hardware and software components.

26. (Cancelled)
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27. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

28. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license shares a state thereof for content usage or rights derivation with other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

29. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license inherits a remaining state for content usage or rights derivation from other

generated usage rights and meta—rights.

30. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license is updated upon exercise of a right associated with the state variable.

31. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the first

or second license represents a collection of states.

32. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein a third license includes one or

more rights from at least one of the usage right and the meta—right in the second license,

the one or more rights in the third license includes at least one right that is shared among

one or more users or devices,

at least one state variable is associated with the at least one right that is shared in the third

license, and

the at least one state variable that is associated with the third license is based on the at

least one state variable that is associated with the second license.

33. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, including a plurality of state variables

that determine the state of the at least one right that is shared in the first or the second license.
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34. (Cancelled)

35. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the state variable in the

second license is transferred from the at least one right in the first license and is associated with

the right that is shared in the second license.

36-39. (Cancelled)

40. (Previously Presented) A method for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an

item, the method comprising:

specifying in a first license at least one usage right and at least one meta—right for the

item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at least one right that is shared among

one or more users or devices;

defining, via the at least one usage right, a manner of use selected from a plurality of

permitted manners of use for the item;

defining, via the at least one meta—right, a manner of rights derivation selected from a

plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation for the item, wherein said at least one meta-

right allows said one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights;

associating at least one state variable with the at least one right in the first license,

wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location where a state of rights is tracked;

generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in the first

license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right that is

shared among one or more users or devices; and

associating at least one state variable with the at least one right that is shared in the

second license, wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license is

based on the at least one state variable that is associated with the first license.

41. (Previously Presented) A system for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an

item, the system comprising:
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means for specifying in a first license at least one usage right and at least one meta—right

for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at least one right that is shared

among one or more users or devices;

means for defining, via the at least one usage right, a manner of use selected from a

plurality of permitted manners of use for the item;

means for defining, via the at least one meta—right, a manner of rights derivation selected

from a plurality of permitted manners of rights derivation for the item, wherein said at least one

meta—right allows said one or more users or devices to transfer rights or to derive new rights;

means for associating at least one state variable with the at least one right in the first

license, wherein the at least one state variable identifies a location where a state of rights is

tracked;

means for generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in the

first license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right that

is shared among one or more users or devices; and

means for associating at least one state variable with the at least one right that is shared in

the second license, wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the second

license is based on the at least one state variable that is associated with the first license.

42. (Previously Presented) A device for sharing rights adapted to be associated with an

item, the device comprising:

means for receiving a first license specifying at least one usage right and at least one

meta—right for the item, wherein the usage right and the meta—right include at least one right that

is shared among one or more users or devices, the least one usage right defines a manner of use

selected from a plurality of permitted manners of use for the item, the at least one meta—right

defines a manner of rights derivation selected from a plurality of permitted manners of rights

derivation for the item, said at least one meta—right allows said one or more users or devices to

transfer rights or to derive new rights, at least one state variable is associated with the at least one

right in the first license and identifies a location where a state of rights is tracked; and

means for generating in a second license one or more rights based on the meta—right in the

first license, wherein the one or more rights in the second license includes at least one right that
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is shared among one or more users or devices, at least one state variable is associated with the at

least one right that is shared in the second license, and the at least one state variable that is

associated with the second license is based on the at least one state variable that is associated

with the first license.

43. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the method is implemented

with one or more hardware and software components configured to perform the steps of the

method.

44. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the method is implemented

with one or more computer readable instructions embedded on a computer readable medium and

configured to cause one or more computer processors to perform the steps of the method.

45. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the device is implemented

with one or more hardware and software components.

46-48. (Cancelled)

49. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of use for the item include copy, transfer, loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit,

authorize, install, and un-install the item.

50. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of use for the item include copy, transfer, loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit,

authorize, install, and un-install the item.

51. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of use for the item include copy, transfer, loan, play, print, delete, extract, embed, edit,

authorize, install, and un-install the item.
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52. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of rights derivation for the item include issue, modify, transfer, offer, grant, obtain,

delegate, track, surrender, exchange, transport, exercise, and revoke rights for the item.

53. (Previously Presented) The system of claim 41, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of rights derivation for the item include issue, modify, transfer, offer, grant, obtain,

delegate, track, surrender, exchange, transport, exercise, and revoke rights for the item.

54. (Previously Presented) The device of claim 42, wherein the plurality of permitted

manners of rights derivation for the item include issue, modify, transfer, offer, grant, obtain,

delegate, track, surrender, exchange, transport, exercise, and revoke rights for the item.

55. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, further comprising:

generating in a further license one or more rights based on the meta-right in the second

license, wherein the one or more rights in the further license includes at least one right that is

shared among one or more users or devices; and

associating at least one state variable with the at least one right that is shared in the

further license, wherein the at least one state variable that is associated with the further license is

based on the at least one state variable that is associated with the second license.

56. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the at least one state variable

that is associated with the second license is the same as the at least one state variable that is

associated with the first license, if the at least one state variable that is associated with the first

license does not identify an unspecified location.

57. (Previously Presented) The method of claim 40, wherein the at least one state variable

that is associated with the second license is assigned a new location identification, if the at least

one state variable that is associated with the first license identifies an unspecified location.
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X. EVIDENCE APPENDIX

None.
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XI. RELATED PROCEEDINGS APPENDIX

None.
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with this filing which may be required now, or credit any overpayment to

Deposit Account No. 19-23 80.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen M. Hertzler

Registration No. 58,247

NIXON PEABODY LLP

401 9”‘ Street, N.W.
Suite 900

Washington, D.C. 20004-2128

(202) 585-8000

September 4, 2008

11138603.]
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a process able to mark digital pictures with an invisible and undetectable secrete infor-
mation, called the watermark. This process can be the basis of a complete copyright protection system.

The process first step consists in producing a secrete image . The first part of the secret resides in a basic infor-
mation that forms a binary image. That picture is then frequency modulated. The second part of the secret is
precisely the frequencies of the carriers. Both secrets depends on the identity of the copyright owner and on the

original picture contents. The obtained picture is called the stamp.
The second step consists in modulating the ampitude of the stamp according to a masking criterion stemming

from a model of human perception. That too theoretical criterion is corrected by means of morphological tools
helping to locate in the picture the places where the criterion is supposed not to match.

This is followed by the adaptation of the level of the stamp at that places. The so formed watermark is then
added to the original to ensure its protection.

That watermarking method allows the detection of watermarked pictures in a stream of digital images, only with
the knowledge of the picture owner’s secrets.

Keywords: copyright protection, watermark, secrete key, masking, human vision model, perceptive compo-

nents, morphology, robustness, detection, correlation.

1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION

With the increasing availability of digitally stored information and the development of new multimedia services,
security questions are becoming even more urgent. The acceptance of new services depends on whether suitable

techniques for the protection of the work providers’ interests are available}

Moreover the nature of digital media threatens its own viability:

o First the replication of digital works is very easy and, what is more dangerous, really perfect. The copy is
identical to the original.
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o The ease of transmission and multiple uses is very worrying, too. Once a single pirate copy has been made,
it is instantaneously accessible to anyone who wants it, without any control of the original picture owner.

o Eventually the plasticity of digital media is a great menace. Any malevolent user (a pirate) can modify an
image at will. Such maniplations are really easy for a pirate and put many copyright protection methods
at risk.

According to these considerations the conception of a copyright protection system is really vital and it consti-"

tutes a great challenge, because it should cope with all these threats. Without watermarking, most authors will
not dare to broadcast their work. i‘

This paper presents an additive watermarking technique. It consits in producing a synthetic picture (also

called the stamp) which holds informations about the ownership of the original image and depends on the picture

contents. That stamp is added to the original in a way that resulting picture is perceptually identical to the
original one and so that the stamp is indetectable by a pirate computer. The aim of that technique is not the
authentication of the picture content nor the identication of the owner. It is to allow a controller (i.e. the owner’s

computer or a Trusted Third Part) to find out watermarked pictures in a stream of images with the knowledge
of the owner’s secret key in order to detect broadcast of illegal copies.

The most interesting part of that method is the embedding process i.e. the weighting of each pixels of the

stamp before adding it to the original. This is based on the masking concept coming from a model of human vision

(the perceptive model). From this concept was deduced a method which reveals itself actually eflicient. Another
interesting part is the presentation of two methods used for the detection of watermarked pictures without the

original. This last point is fundemental for the management of the copyright protection.
Eventually this paper ends with the analyse of the results and the system robustness.

2 THE MASKING

2.1 Introduction

The aim of a watermarking technique is to provide an invisible embedding of a secrete information, the

watermark. This watermark must be masked (hidden) by the picture it is inlayed in. Precisely a master thesis has

lead to a masking criterion deduced from physiological and psychophysic studies.2 Nevertheless, this theoretical
criterion having been formulated for monochromatic signals, it had to be adaptated to suit real images.

2.2 The perceptive model: approximation of the eye functionment

It’ is now admitted that the retina of the eye splits an image in several components. These components circu-

late from the eye to the cortex by different tuned channels, one channel being tuned to one component.

The characteristics of one component are:

0 the location in the visual field (in the image).

0 the spatial frequency (in the Fourier domain: the amplitude in polar coordinates).

o the orientation (in the Fourier domain: the phase in polar coordinates)
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So, one perceptive channel can only be excited by one component of a signal whose characteristics are tuned to
its. Components that have different characteristics are independent.

2.3 The masking concept

According to perceptive model of human vision,3 signals that have same (near) components take the same
channels from the eye to the cortex. It appears that such signals interact and are submitted to non-linear effects.

The masking is one of those effects. '

Definition: the detection threshold is the minimum level below which a signal can not be seen.

Definition: the masking occurs when the detection threshold is increased because of the presence of another
signal. '

In other words, there is masking when a signal can not be seen. because of another with near characteristics
and at a higher level.

2.4 The masking model

With the object of modalizing the masking phenomenon, tests have been made on monochromatic signals,

also called gratings. It appears that the eye is sensitive to the contrast of those gratings. This contrast is defined
by: 4

2(Lma:: — Lmin)
0 = (1)Lmaar + Lmin

where L is the luminance.

It is possible to determine experimentally the detection threshold of one signal of contrast C’, with respect to the
contrast Cm of the masking signal. That threshold can be modalized as follows:

logC,

l0gC'm

Such bilogarithmic curves are traced for signals of one single frequency and one orientation (fo, 00).
The expression of the detection threshold is thus:

C, : ,pa:c[Co,Co(§C% E] _ (2)
where 6 (the slope) depends on (I0, 60), typically, 0.6 3 6 3 1.1.
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It is possible to extend that expression to introduce frequency dependence. The general expression of the
detection threshold is becomes:

Ca(C'm» f» 0) = C0 + k(fo,0o)(f! 0)[C'a(ro,9o)(Cm) — Col (3)

where: ,Og2(_jL) (0 _ 00,2 .
k(fo,0o)(fa 9) = 93»‘Pl—(—1;'2Tfi)‘ 4‘ W] " (4)

In that expression, f0 and 00 are relevant to the masking signal, f and 0 are relevant to the masked signal,

F(fo) and @(fo) are parameters that represent the spreading of the Gaussian function, Co is often negligable.
The spread of the gaussian function depends upon the frequency fo: For frequency, typical bandwith at half

response are 2,5 octaves at 1 c/d and 1,5 octaves at 16 c/d with a linear decrease between both frequencies.4 For
orientation, half bandwith at half response depends on fg and it takes typical values like 30 degrees at 1 c/d and

15 degrees at 16 c/d.5

After this expression, the frequency dependence of the detection threshold has a Gaussian form. Only near

frequency signals can interact. When the frequency of the masking signal (the mask) is far from this of the signal

to mask, the detection threshold _is almost equal to Co.

2.5 The masking criterion

It is important to notice that those results concern only gratings signals. To deduce a masking criterion that

will apply to signals like real images, the preceding masking condition has to be adaptated. So, it is. necessary
to define a new concept able to take the place of the contrast, because the contrast is not define for real images.

That new concept,2 is the local energy.

The local energy is defined on narrowband signals centered around one frequency and one orientation. A

picture which is a broadband signal is first filtered by Gabor narrowband filters, whose characteristics are near to
human perception. The. local energy around one frequency and one orientation is calculated following the scheme

presented in this figure:

I(x, analytic filters (f0, 00) _._ local energy(fo,9,,) (x, y)=E(_,o,9,,)(:c, y)

The masking criterion: If the local energy of one picture is less than the local energy of the mask, around

all the frequencies (f0, 00) and for each pixel (x, y), then one can say that the picture is masked by the mask.

Strictly, a picture is masked by a mask if V(:c, y) and V(fo, 00), E,,,a,;.,(_;o,g°)(:c, y) 2 Ep¢C;ure_(f0,90)(Z, y). For real
images, a good approximation of this criterion can be obtained by using a bank of filters whose central frequencies
correspond to independent components and which are spread on all the Fourier space. It is admitted that 4 or

5 frequencies and 4 to 9 orientations are suflicient. The sta11dard choice is twenty filters (5 frequencies and 4

orientations).
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